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These days, the extent of a couple’s experience of dancing 
is likely to be the three or four lessons they grudgingly take 
before their wedding day. The one wooden waltz they learn 
is quickly forgotten and the dancing shoes are left, sad and 
forlorn, in the closet. 
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Caring for our life source has become an absolute 
necessity for every human being. ”read more on page 26“
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The Cape is a veritable mecca for wine lovers, and there are far too 
many fantastic routes and wineries to experience in only one visit. ”“
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It is a common pastime to muse over all the 
things that we would like to do. I often imagine the 
wonderful journeys I could take to distant countries, 
the languages I could learn, the instruments I could 
play and the adventures I could have.

When the familiarity of routine begins to weigh 
heavily, I visualise myself packing my bags, locking 
my front door, and simply leaving everything 
behind. No more worrying about electricity bills, 
dirty dishes, or cooking the same old meals for 
supper – just a fresh and exciting world to explore.

However, it is not that I really want to leave 
– it is that the possibility that I could leave that 
provides the most comfort. Entertaining the mere 
possibility that I could have a different life if I so 
choose, transforms my perceptions of my own 
life into one that is filled with endless exotic and 
thrilling opportunities.

With Google on hand to help me investigate 
my latest mental meanderings, I happened upon a 
quote by German philosopher, Friedrich Nietzsche, 
who said, “Even a thought, even a possibility, can 
shatter and transform us.” Although my knowledge 
of the 19th Century philosopher, and his views on 
the world, is rather flimsy, this quote seems to 
capture my own beliefs about the immense power 
of our thoughts.

In my own case, a simple thought; a fanciful 
imagining, is powerful enough to satisfy my secret 
desire to escape – and makes the ordinary easier 
to tolerate. 

This, however, is not enough for everyone. One 
such person is extreme adventurer Mike Horn, who 
is not satisfied by just talking and dreaming – he 
goes out and performs feats that appear impossible. 
This also holds for the innovators, the creatives, 
and the thinkers who have the determination to 
take their thoughts and make them real.

This is my first edition as editor of abouTime 
and I look forward to sharing the countless 
interesting and fascinating tales that are taking 
place everyday.
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copy of The Bradt City Guide to Johannesburg

Vivienne gunning – Pretoria

copy of Prime Circle - All Or Nothing Album

Jean-Pierre brink  – cape Town

debbie Smith – cape Town

Karen Funnell – cape Town

bernadine Erasmus – Krugersdorp

Winner of Quartz Carpet

Hawa mia

SMS & WIN!
For the first time the entire fauna and flora of the Bushveld region of South Africa has been included in one book. From 
animals and birds, to reptiles, scorpions and butterflies, tracks and signs and trees, flowers and grasses. It’s all in this user-
friendly, photo-rich book by Lee Gutteridge, published by Southbound, an imprint of 30° South Publishers.

One lucky reader stands a chance to win this great book.

Simply SMS the word  TIME, followed by the word BUSHVELD to 35131. 

Cost per SMS is R3. Competition closes 30st September 2008. By entering this competition you consent to receiving 
electronic information pertaining to abouTime and/or 1time Airline.
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Dear 1time,
 
I wish to compliment your airline on its overall service excellence! I cannot 

but help to express my appreciation of the excellent service you have to offer.
From the check-in, boarding, on-flight service and flight, you have certainly 

made a statement in terms of aviation standards.
Needless to say, I thoroughly enjoy your service and continue to 

recommend your airline to my business colleagues and associates.
Well done to you and your competent crew!
 
From a most satisfied passenger,
Lucas Korver

Dear 1time, 
 
Although 1time Airline is my carrier of choice, it has been a few months 

since I was last on board your aircraft.
Little did I know that a pleasant surprise was in store for me. The staff were 

very efficient (as always), the food was fresh and what a surprise to see an 
upgrade of your in-flight magazine, aboutTime.

Your articles are short, sharp and punchy. The size of the magazine is most 
manageable and it is also very readable. The content was full of interesting and 
topical articles and overall, a very professional periodical. So much so, I asked 
the air hostess if I could take a copy home. 

Keep up the good work,
Colin Clegg

Have a compliment or comment?
 Ask your flight attendant for a pen and paper and let us know what is  

on your mind. Alternatively, email cr@1time.co.za.

Dear 1time,

Please make sure that the pilots and cabin crew of flight 1T 112 from
Cape Town to Johannesburg on 31st July 2008 receive my heartfelt thanks 

and congratulations on their impeccable performance, and insisting on safety 
after our aircraft was hit by a lightning bolt. I am very impressed with the 
professional manner in which the flight attendants, and also the captain, 
handled disgruntled passengers when we were forced to go back to Cape Town 
airport to wait for another plane. 

Thank you for the free coffee once we were underway, it was not necessary 
but appreciated. I am now a 1time convert. After having flown with other 
airlines for years, I will now insist on flying 1time because they do not take 
chances with my life.

Thank you once again,
Albe van der Merwe 

letter of the month

The writer of the Letter of the Month 

will receive  

one of two limited edition Ferrari 

Pens. Buy these 

and other gifts online from NetFlorist.  

Visit www.netflorist.co.za
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With the world as your oyster, what would you do if you 
were able to pick your perfect vacation from a range 
of luxurious destinations across the continents? 

Discover the ancient cultural history of bygone 
empires and breathtaking architecture in one of 
the world’s oldest cities – Rome. Immerse yourself 

in traditional Italian hospitality and flair with contemporary fine 
dining, fast cars and fashion.

Or if the sound of waves gently lapping silky, soft, sandy beaches 
makes you reach for a cocktail and hammock, perhaps a private 
getaway on the world’s most exclusive island, Fregate, appeals to you? 
Here you need not lift a finger, with 24-hour private luxury service 
at hand, your every wish is granted in sumptuous tropical settings. 
Fregate is the one island on which you wouldn’t mind being stranded.

Night owls may be intrigued to explore the fascinating pace in the 
“city that never sleeps” – New York. Enjoy a thrilling shopping spree, 
accompanied by the sights and sounds of the Big Apple, while sipping 
champagne in the sanctuary of your limousine. Your spirits will be 
higher than the legendary skyscrapers for which this city is famous. 

Engulf your senses with the ultimate “Zen” experience, including 
a spa treatment that ends when you want it to. This magical 
getaway in mythically graceful Thailand will rebalance, energise and 
rejuvenate your mind body and soul. Find your centre. Indulge and 
let yourself go with the far-eastern flow.      

Nothing suggests romance more than a log fire. Well, perhaps a 
log fire in your private chalet in the French Alps may provide more 
than a hint of romance! Take to the slopes during the day, elegantly 
gliding your way through powder-white runs and retire to the sensual 
comfort of a roaring log fire, exquisite French luxury and cuisine, in 
style fit for royalty.  

You have the perfect opportunity to make this a reality. As part of 
our ten year anniversary celebrations, PlayUKinternet.com is giving 
each fortunate player the chance to take the holiday of a lifetime. 

This is your opportunity to live the life of a multi-millionaire. 
Don’t you deserve a holiday? We think you do. Go to  
www.playukinternet.com/anniversary to seize the opportunity.

10 Year
A N N I V E R S A R Y 
C O M P E T I T I O N

P l a y U K i n t e r n e t . c o m  –

They say a change is as good as a holiday. What 

about a holiday that could change your life?
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The 2008 Winemakers’ Choice Diamond Awards Gala is an annual challenge for wines 
which are “judged” by winemakers and not “graded,” and is the only awards system in 
South Africa to operate under these guidelines. This year, two exceptional winemakers will 
walk away with the inaugural 2008 Investec Private Bank Diamond Winemaker of the Year 
award for their white and red respectively, the highest accolade the industry has to offer.

 The 2008 Investec Private Bank Winemakers’ Choice Diamond Awards Gala dinner 
will be held on 17th September 2008, at the Stellenbosch Town Hall at 7pm. The organisers 
openly welcome the public, and avid wine drinkers, to be the first to appreciate the best 
wines South Africa has to offer and stand a chance to win a 0.47 Carat diamond.

Tickets are R295 each, including a 4-course meal by Cape Cuisine Ambassador, 
Sophia Lindop and award-winning wine. For more information and tickets visit  
www.winemakerschoice.co.za.

be First in line to try SA’s Best Wines

sKyy Flair  Global Challenge

Flair, the spectacular art of throwing bottles up into the air and doing all 
sorts of fabulous tricks behind the bar, could earn one lucky South African 
barman (or woman) a chance to compete against the best in the world in 
the SKYY Flair Global Challenge in Monte Carlo later this year. 

Regional heats will take place in Durban and Cape Town, while the finals 
will be hosted at Rhapsody’s Menlyn Park on Saturday, 27th September. 
Criteria for judging include the ability to perform well while making the 
drink, and to produce a visually appealing end product that tastes as good 
as it looks.

Reigning South African champ Travis Kuhn will step into the fray during 
the Johannesburg finals in an attempt to defend his title. The Flair Global 
Challenge will feature the top flair barmen from 15 other countries in a 
riveting challenge that tests both performance and taste buds. For more 
on the SKYY Global Challenge visit www.skyyflair.com.

Five readers can each win a SKYY Vodka hamper. SMS the word TIME followed by the word SKYY to 35131. Cost per SMS is 
R3. Competition closes 30th September 2008. By entering this competition you consent to receiving electronic information 
pertaining to abouTime and/1time Airline.

Going to the movies these days can often be rather disappointing, with the same old drivel 
appearing time after time. For a breath of fresh – foreign – air, why not venture to The Air France 
Film Festival.

The festival, which runs at Nu Metro in Hyde Park from 19th September to 1st October, gives audiences 
a window into some of the most successful and unusual films made in France and other countries. 

The not-to-be-missed film festival boasts an impressive line-up of films, including ten that 
are entirely new to South Africa’s silver screen. La Vie en Rose starring Marion Cotillard, who won 
an Oscar this year for her portrayal as Edith Piaf, and the acclaimed Paris J’Taime starring Natalie 
Portman, Juliette Binoche and Steve Buscemi, are but two of the intriguing films that will be aired. 

Tickets can be booked at Computicket or at the cinemas. Normal ticket pricing structures apply. 

SMS & WIN!
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Enter a world where mighty armies clash and dragons rule 
the sky. Join warriors and sorcerers in their never-ending 
battle for supremacy of the human and dragon realms. Unlock 
the ancient secrets and harness the power of dragons. Build  
the legend!

Go to unpredictable places with your Plasma Verse Dragon. 
Create awesome adventures with this huge Plasma Dragon Egg 
that unfurls to reveal a dragon action figure with translucent 
Plasma wings. Easily build the dragon’s 14 parts and create 
with your own story. Collect all your favourite dragons!

Plasma Verse Battle Morph Dragon Eggs retail from R169.99 
and are available at selected toy stores nationwide. For more 
information please visit: www.primatoys.co.za.

Five readers can each win a Plasma Morph Dragon. SMS the word TIME followed by the word DRAGON to 35131. Cost 
per SMS is R3. Competition closes 30th September 2008. By entering this competition you consent to receiving electronic 
information pertaining to abouTime and/1time Airline.

Compiled by Laura Cooke
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With more than 6,000 ready-made safes of every conceivable 
description, available on demand, Austen Security has earned its place as 
one of South Africa’s security superpowers.

Since its pioneering days of 1936, when it manufactured the first wholly-
owned South African safe, the company has built its reputation on the back 
of its specialised products, says MD Rudolf Hartshorne.  From fire resistant 
filing cabinets, access control booths and audit safes to strongroom doors, 
bullet resistant windows and airtube security solutions, the BEE giant 
manufactures them all.

Austen’s commitment to quality, coupled with its ability to accurately 
interpret consumer demand, is behind its phenomenal growth.  Says Mr 
Hartshorne: “Our local market share now stands at around 50 percent and 
our annual turnover exceeds what we used to achieve over an eight-year 
period in the early 1980s.  We’ve also expanded into a number of African 
countries, including Nigeria, where we recently completed a R5 million 
project for one of the biggest commercial banks in Africa.”

Travel to Botswana, Malawi, Kenya, Ghana, Angola, Uganda, Tanzania and 
Zambia, and you’ll find an agent for the Austen Security Group there, too.

In keeping with its growth, the company is celebrating its recent 
move into a R20 million, ultra-modern warehouse and distribution 
centre, customised and designed to “suit a world-class safemaker”, says  
Mr Hartshorne proudly. 0860-AUSTEN +27 86 028 7836 Tel: +27 12 803 0689 www.austen.co.za email: info@austen.co.za

Austen Takes Security to New Heights

battle morphDragon eggs

SMS & WIN!
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Living yoga – a Holistic Lifestyle for the Urban Dweller

Fast paced city living often includes the rushed and impersonal routine 
of the gym. Principal instructor and proprietor Cherryl Duncan created 
Living Yoga to help the urban dweller to achieve that balance and union 
between the mind, body and spirit.

Located in Craighall, Johannesburg, Living Yoga has two studios, The 
Fire Room and The Light Room offering different Yoga styles depending 
on the energy levels and needs of the pupil for that day; from Hot 
Yoga, Power Yoga, Flow Yoga, Meditative Yoga, Restorative Yoga and 
even teambuilding and corporate workshops. Says Cherryl, “There’s 
a misconception that to start yoga you need to be able to touch your 
toes or be flexible. Yoga aids in the fitness and toning of the body and 
balancing of the mind and the restorative healing powers of ‘living with 
yoga’ will leave you feeling refreshed and rejuvenated.”

Visit www.livingyoga.co.za for more information.

Four Johannesburg readers can each win a one month membership at Living Yoga. SMS the word TIME followed by the word 
YOGA to 35131. Cost per SMS is R3. Competition closes 30 September 2008. By entering this competition you consent to 
receiving electronic information pertaining to abouTime and/1time Airline.

The pinnacle of luxury, sophistication and 
style must surely be to arrive at any special 
occasion in a chauffeur driven Rolls-Royce 
that will definitely raise some eyebrows 
and turn heads. This exclusive service is now 
being offered by Rolls-Royce to those who 
want the opportunity to live the lifestyle of 
the rich and the famous – even if it is just for 
one day. 

Rolls-Royce is offering a new concept, The 
Rolls-Royce Chauffeur Drive, which provides 
you with the opportunity to experience an 
unsurpassed level of luxury and opulence.

This is also a great opportunity for businesses hosting overseas delegates to treat their guests to a stylish mode of transport while 
in the country – making a lasting impression on your guest.

According to Clifford Joffe, Marketing Director for Rolls-Royce, The Rolls-Royce Chauffeur Drive concept allows a wider market to 
enjoy the extravagance the brand has to offer. “It’s an experience on it’s own to be driven in the comfort of one of the latest Rolls-
Royce on the market,” he says.

This exclusive experience which is available in Johannesburg and Cape Town, will cost you R11,500 for the day which includes 
250km and a highly professional chauffeur. For more information or to book your once in a lifetime super stylish Rolls-Royce 
chauffeur driven ride contact +27 11 676 6655 or Georgia on  +27 84 354 6089.

Rolls-Royce  Will Get You There in Style

SMS & WIN!
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Story by natalie gillman Pix © iStockphoto.com & Vincent Scholtz

Fantastic
These days, the extent of a couple’s experience of dancing is likely to be the three or four lessons they 

grudgingly take before their wedding day. The one wooden waltz they learn is quickly forgotten and the 

dancing shoes are left, sad and forlorn, in the closet. 

J ohn milton, in a poem published way back in 1632, 
muses on nymphs and laughter and a host of other 
“jollities” (his word, not mine). He ends by imploring 
the reader to come along, delight in the sights he 
illustrates and “trip as ye go/ on the light fantastic 
toe.” That expression, usually rendered as “trip the 

light fantastic” has come to be a humorous, occasionally 
sarcastic, way of saying “to dance.” What holds the most 
interest about the expression is not, however, it’s literary 
pedigree or even the prettiness of the words. What sticks 
out is the word “trip.” 

Few men, or women, especially the younger generations, 
can speak with any authority about the difference between 
the quick step, tango and the jive. There are a number of 
things holding us back. Those sparkly pink Lycra getups that 
the women on the professional circuit wear aren’t great 
PR, and the amount of make-up their partners wear isn’t 
likely to become mainstream, or even alternatively cool,  
anytime soon. 

However, the main reason it isn’t catching on like 
Spongebob Squarepants or The Secret, if we’re being 
honest, is that it seems pretty hard to do. That “tripping” 

L I G H T
Trip the

BALLROOM DANCING
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element Milton mentions is no small 
hurdle to pirouette over. 

But a little fear of falling ought 
not to hold us back. In fact, the 
great body tone and posture you’ll 
develop, your improved carriage and, 
most importantly, the boost in self-
confidence will quickly help you get 
over any fear you have of falling flat 
on your face in a public setting. Very 
soon you’ll want to be swinging your 
hips to sexy salsa and waltzing away 
with a smile on your face. 

Kevin Sewell, dance partner of 
Hayley Hammond of Strictly Come 
Dancing fame, says “everything about 
dancing is amazing” and there is 
nothing quite like “two people so in 
tune with each other that it is as if one 
body is floating across the floor.”

When properly done, dancing has a 
level of poise, precision, muscle control 
and elegance found in few other sports. 

Dancing is one of the best forms of 
exercise around and is a known stress 
reliever. Have you ever seen even the 
slightest wobble on a professional 
dancer’s thighs? Unlike the treadmill 
or rowing machine, dancing is a fun 
way to keep yourself healthy. 

And you simply have to love a guy 
who can do that dip thing without 
looking like a total fool. 

The popularity of reality shows 
like Dancing with the Stars, Strictly 
Come Dancing, and So You Think 
You Can Dance is a testimony to 
the attraction of ballroom dancing. 
We might laugh at their falls and 
the behind-the-scenes drama, but 
I’m willing to bet that there are 
many viewers sitting on their bums 
watching the box, secretly wishing it 
was them on that stage. 

The cheesiness factor that is found 
in some incarnations of the sport 

need not be taken up wholesale by 
everyone. The glitter and painted 
on make-up are not necessary to 
the sport. A little sense of rhythm, a 
fondness for good music and a willing 
partner are the ingredients needed, 
to make dancing a great pastime. 

Good dancing schools can be found 
wherever there’s music and people 
with a passion for life. Take a group 
class (great dating opportunities for 
singletons) or private lessons for 
you and your partner. Then take your 
newfound skills out in the open and 
show the world what you’ve got.

Get your glad rags on and dust off 
those dancing shoes. Take courage, and 
don’t be afraid to trip as you go.  

If you think you’d fancy learning 
to dance where Kevin and Hayley did, 
contact Beverley Hammond’s Dance 
School (Bev: +27 86 672 3727 or Hayley: 
+ 27 73 352 3012). >

Kevin Sewell & Hayley Hammond at the SA Ballroom National Championships
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M I K E  H O R N
Mike Horn is one of the world’s greatest modern adventurer-explorers. He has visited some of the 

most remote, and beautiful, areas of the planet and has undertaken exceptional feats of endurance, 

determination and courage.

Born in Johannesburg, 
mike studied Human 
movement Science at 
Stellenbosch University 
before moving to 
Switzerland, where he 

became an instructor for an outdoor 
company offering extreme activities 
such as abseiling, hydrospeed, 
canyoning and rafting. There he 
developed a taste for outlandish 
challenges and shortly afterwards 
descended on a hydrospeed down 
the mont blanc glacier, ultimately 

finishing at the French riviera. 
Mike’s first epic journey, The 

Amazon Expedition, was a six-month 
solo, unmotorised traverse of the 
South American continent in 1997. He 
travelled from the Pacific Ocean to 
the Atlantic Ocean, entirely unaided, 
on foot, with paraglider, hydrospeed 
and pirogue. Mike followed the entire 
length of the Amazon river, hunting 
and living along the riverbanks in the 
evenings, and swimming down the 
river with a hydrospeed by day. 

His next expedition was Latitude 

Zero, an 18-month circumvolution 
of the world around the equator. He 
started on a 28-foot trimaran travelling 
from Gabon, on the west coast of 
Africa, to Brazil. Landing on the shores 
of Brazil, he headed for Ecuador on 
foot, bicycle and canoe, navigating the 
Amazon river and the high altitudes 
of the Andes. Next, he traversed the 
Pacific Ocean to Indonesia, passing the  
Galapagos Islands. 

Journeying through the jungles 
of Borneo and Sumatra on foot, and 
sailing with his trimaran, he continued 

Story by bernie Hellberg & laura cooke
Pix: © mike Horn

AdventurerEXTREME
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across the Indian Ocean. The last leg 
of the expedition took Mike across the 
African continent on foot, through the 
drug-zone areas of the Congo, and back 
to his starting point. After achieving this 
amazing feat, he won the 2001 Laureus 
World Alternative Sportsperson of 
the Year Award.

In 2004 he completed, Arktos, 
a two-year, three-month solo 
circumnavigation of the Arctic Circle. 
He became the first man to accomplish 
this without motorised transport, 
completing an unimaginable 20,000km 
journey while pulling a kevlar sledge 
piled with 180kg of equipment  
and food. 

In 2006, Mike and Norwegian 
explorer Borge Ousland, became the 
first men to travel without dog or 
motorised transport to the North Pole 
during the permanent darkness of the 
Arctic months, reaching their goal on 
March 23rd, 2006 after 60 days and  
5 hours. 

Shortly afterwards, in 2007 he 
embarked on The Himalaya Expedition. 
After two months, Mike successfully 
reached the summit of two peaks 
higher than 8,000m – Gasherbrum 
I (8,035m) and Gasherbrum II 
(8,068m) without the use of any  
additional oxygen. 

Mike has twice ventured on 
expedition with his wife and two 
daughters. In 2005 they crossed Bylot 
Island on ski, and the second expedition 
was on ski from Barneo base to the 
North Pole. Mike’s two daughters, 
Annika and Jessica (born ’93, ’94) are 
the two youngest children to ever ski 
to the North Pole in temperatures of 
around -35°C. 

Mike is unique. His experience of 
oceans, rivers, mountains, swamplands, 
tundra, ice, jungles and deserts 
make him stand out above any other 
modern-day explorer. And, over the 
last two decades, Mike has experienced 
first-hand the frightening impact that 

global warming is having on the planet. 
His latest expedition, The Pangaea 

Expedition, running from 2008 to 2012, 
is a realisation of his dream to share his 
knowledge and passion for nature with 
others. Onboard the Pangaea boat, 
Horn has constructed a platform to 
share what he has learnt over the years 
with young people across the planet, 
“Caring for our life source has become 
an absolute necessity for every human 
being. Together we can tap the world’s 
most powerful energy source – the 
younger generation – to help them  
find solutions.” 

This phenomenal adventurer is 
committed to the planet and will 
undoubtedly continue to campaign 
on behalf of the environment and 
hopefully inspire others to follow in 
 his footsteps.

For more information go to  
www.mikehorn.com. >
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This year, in celebration of 
National Tourism Month, 
Plett, as it is affectionately 
known by most South 
Africans, is extending 
their annual Whales, 

Whiskey and All that Jazz festival to 
a weeklong experience running from 
20th-28th September. The festival will 
include top international and national 
jazz musicians, fine whiskeys and will 
be topped by southern right whales 

and dolphins cavorting in the bay. 
Plett is generally jam-packed 

over the summer festive season 
and attracts the stylish, trendy sun 

seekers from South Africa and abroad. 
It is one of the most popular holiday 
destinations along the Garden Route 
and although Plett does die down 
during the colder months, it will 
undoubtedly be bursting at the seams 
with connoisseurs of good whiskey 
and great music.

But, there is much more on offer 
in Plett than “just a festival.” Lookout 
Beach, Beacon Island Beach and 
Robberg are Plett’s three main beaches. 
Lookout Beach is within walking 
distance (albeit a very steep walk) 
of Plett’s main street, which comes 
alive during the warmer months with 

great restaurants and shops and will 
be full of activity during the festival. 
Meanwhile Beacon Island Beach is 
a good option to take the family for 
a walk and watch the dolphins and 
whales as they enter the bay.

In order to take advantage of the 
spectacular wilderness of the area, 
Robberg Beach is the spot to visit. 
This expansive white beach extends 
towards one of Plettenberg Bay’s 
landmarks, the Robberg Marine and 
Coastal Reserve. Situated 8km south 
of Plett, the Robberg Peninsula juts 
out into the ocean and is covered 
with stunning indigenous fynbos. 

This September the ever-popular Garden Route will be hosting two fabulous festivals – the annual Whales, 

Whiskey and All that Jazz festival in Plettenberg Bay and just down the road, the Knysna Gastronomica. 

As if we really needed another reason to convince us to take a trip up the Garden Route?

Garden
R O U T E

Story by laura cooke Pix © ian Fleming & desmond Scholtz

IT ’S  PARTY TIME ON THE
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Reuben Riffel showing 
off his cooking skills.





For the more active tourist, the reserve 
offers coastal hikes that provide perfect 
vantage points to observe the dolphins 
and southern right whales that frequent 
the area. 

About 15 minutes drive from Plett, is 
the laid-back town of Knysna which will 
be transformed from the 24th to the 28th 
by the annual Gastronomica festival. 
This year, the festival is inspired by the 
philosophy of the Slow Food industry, 
which places the emphasis on “good, 
clean and fair food.” What this means, 
is that, where possible, all the food at 
the festival will be free from toxins and 
chemicals and it will be freshly picked 
and in season. Not only is slow food 
better for the body, but it is also better 
for the environment and local farmers  
and producers. 

The 2008 Gastromonica theme is 
tied to the environment, and the festival 
is committed to focusing on eco-friendly 
lifestyles and encouraging individuals 
to do their bit to reduce their carbon 
footprint. The festival will generate 
awareness, and will also be as green as 
possible. The coordinators are focusing 
on reducing waste, using biodegradable 
packaging and supporting organic 
farmers and producers.

Gastronomica is becoming known 
as a gourmet destination, and 11 local 
restaurants have committed to serving 

food within the Slow Food guidelines, as 
well as food that will be MSG, additive, 
colourant and preservative-free. Keep 
an eye out for the “Food Theatre” 
where Gastronomica chefs will woo 
their audience by demonstrating 
mouthwatering dishes and showing off 
their culinary expertise gained all over 
the world. 

Throughout the festival, exhibits, 
displays and demonstrations will feature 
fish and oysters, organic meat, organic 
salads and pastas, Indian food, ice 
cream, hand-crafted bread, locally made 
salami and ham, beautiful deli foods, 
biodegradable products and sweets and 
treats. If it is your first time to the area, 
be sure to take a walk in the beautiful 
indigenous forests or along the Knysna 
Heads, or simply sit at the Waterfront 
and stare out across the water.

The feast of activity this September is 
an excellent reason to pack your bags and 
head up the Garden Route. Take time out, 
enjoy the scenery and take full advantage 
of the good food and great music  
on offer. 

For more information about the Whales, 
Whiskey and All that Jazz festival, visit  
www.plettenbergbay.co.za or contact Bitou 
Tourism on +27 44 533 4065 and go to  
www.gastronomicakny.co.za for more on 
Gastronomica. >

Gastronomica 2008 is supported by
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These days our lives are a whirlwind five-day cycle of hurrying from sleep to work to dinner to bed. 

When Saturday finally arrives, heading into the strip lighting of the mall is just not appealing. But 

the family must be fed and the fridge must be stocked.

There is however, a natural 
light at the end of the 
fluorescent tunnel – the 
morning market. With 
increasing awareness of the 
effect stress has on one’s 

health, people have begun to actively 
look for ways to slow down, and along 
with terms like slow food, slow shopping 
has begun to make it’s mark. 

The Shongweni Farmers and Craft 
Market, just outside Durban, is a prime 
example of how to keep the pantry full 
while avoiding mall rage. There are no 
queues, no parking slips to lose, and 
best of all you don’t have to trudge a 
mini-marathon to get from the veggie 
section of one supermarket to the 
meat section of the next, while using 

your trolley as a battering ram.
It is critical to get to the market 

early if you’re a serious shopper, and 
the parking lot is chock a block by 
6:30 am. But if you’re anything like 
me and have very good intentions and 
mediocre follow through, there is still 
plenty to go around if you arrive there 
an hour later.

Fresh veggies straight from the 
farm, snow-white garlic, and moons 
of sunny pumpkin are on offer at the 
Rasmussen’s stand. This is one of 
the stalls that sells out the quickest, 
with most people choosing to buy 
their greens for the week ahead here. 
What you will quickly notice about the 
market is that you can ask questions 
about your food – something I 

have never attempted to do in a 
supermarket. “How does garlic actually 
grow? My boyfriend thinks it grows on 
trees, while I’m pretty sure it grows 
underground,” I spurt this farming 
naivety out of nowhere, and thankfully 
Jean Rasmussen smiles tolerantly 
and explains that yes, they grow 
underground like an onion but they 
take a very, very long time to mature. 
(So I am smarter than my boyfriend. 
The day starts well.)

Wandering through the tables 
laden with local olives, pickles, pastries 
and jams I can’t help but notice the 
number of well behaved dogs sniffing 
about. Children amble happily with 
their pooches on leads. Dragging one’s 
children and pets to any mall would be 

Story & Pix by Kathryn Fourie

MarketOut of the mall 
and into the





enough to make me cry, but here it all 
seems perfectly natural. Healthy even.

Aside from the wonderful 
assortment of dairy, coffee, beer, breads 
and meats there are also crafts of real 
value and beauty for sale. Handmade 
soaps, woven throws, wooden carvings 
and jewellery are just some of the 
things that caught my attention.

By 10am things begin to slow 
down, not for lack of people, but 
rather that 90% of the stock is gone. 
People flock to the market to shop 
for quality products at affordable 
prices, and that is exactly what is 
on offer. It is not often that when 
buying a loaf of bread, it comes 
wrapped in brown paper, tied up 
like a Christmas gift with raffia  
and lavender. 

Taking an extra hour to do your 
shopping outdoors on a Saturday, 
while letting the kids and dogs come 
along for the treat is infinitely more 
satisfying than beating the lady in 
the Prada sunnies to the last pack of 
overpriced ready peeled butternut. 

The Shongweni Farmers & Craft 
Market has been running for 10 years 
and was the 2006 runner up for 
“Outstanding Market” in the ‘”Eat In” 
Magazine RMB Private Bank Produce 
Awards, and they have been nominated 
again this year. It can be found every 
Saturday from 6:30am until 10:00am. 
Contact market convener Christine 
Standeaven on +27 83 777 1674 for 
more information.  >

KZN:
Karkloof market:  1. 
Saturdays, 7am – 11am.  
Contact: Andrea Gibson:   
+ 27 82 820 8986
Pietermaritzburg Farmers market:2.   
Saturdays, 6am – 9:30am. 
Contact: + 27 33 345 4656

Gauteng:
bryanston organic market:   1. 
Thursday & Saturday,  
9am – 3pm. 
Contact: jules@
bryanstonorganicmarket.co.za 
Web:  
www.bryanstonorganicmarket.co.za
irene Village market:2.   
Second and last Saturday of  
the month 
Contact: + 27 12 667 1659 
Web: www.irenemarket.co.za

Western cape:
constantia Valley Farmers 1. 
market:  
Saturdays, 8:30pm to 2:30pm  
Contact: Lindsay Gordon   
+ 27 21 797 1067
rondebosch organic market2. : 
7:30am – 12pm 
Contact:  + 27 21 696 5749
Stellenbosch organic farmers 3. 
market: 
Contact:  + 27 21 851 7678 or   
+ 27 82 969 5757
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Any brochure or advertisement will tell you the same old story – “Pristine white 

beaches frame the azure blue ocean, while you sit on the beach sipping cocktails 

and witness the evening shaking hands with the daylight at sunset on the East 

Coast of Africa…” Let’s face it, Zanzibar is postcard-perfect. 

Zanzibar!K a r i b u  t o

The ocean is perfect, the beaches are perfect, and after a few 
cocktails everything else becomes perfect. But what a brochure 
won’t tell you, is that once you have set foot on Zanzibar, the 
impression it makes will remain with you forever.

Two words that you are bound to hear many times during 
any visit to Zanzibar, are the Kiswahili words Jambo! and 

Karibu (hello and welcome), followed by a heart-warming smile. Filled with 
extremely welcoming people, Zanzibar, situated 40km east of Tanzania, is an 
archipelago consisting of two idyllic islands, Pemba and Ungunja, of which 
the latter is known as Zanzibar Island, or the Spice Islands. In its heyday, 
Zanzibar was the world leader in clove production and produced over 90% of 
the world’s supply, which has since diminished to a mere 10%.

What makes Zanzibar particularly interesting is its rich and 
intriguing history. This past reveals itself as you walk through 
the streets of the capital, Stone Town, and see the numerous 
intricately carved wooden doorways, shuttered windows and  

Story & pix © liesel van der Schyf
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old stonework. 
The early history of the island dates back to the 8th 

century, when Arab traders were believed to have arrived 
in Zanzibar, and began trading spices, ivory and slaves, 
and left behind an Islamic influence that persists to  
this day. 

Various Sultans ruled this little island for centuries 
before it became a British protectorate in 1880.  Zanzibar 
was the location of the shortest war in history which 
lasted all of 38 minutes. In August 1896, after the death 
of Hamid ibn Thuwaini, then Sultan of Zanzibar, Khalid 
ibn Barghash took power. The British wanted Hamoud 
bin Mohammed to be the sultan’s successor, with the 
hope that he would abolish the slave trade. However, 
Barghash took over the sultan’s palace in Stone Town. 

The British gave Barghash an ultimatum on 27th 



August 1896 – evacuate the palace 
within an hour or we declare war. 
Barghash gathered 2,800 men to fight 
the British, but after 38 minutes of 
the British bombarding the palace, he 
threw in the towel and went into exile. 
Hamoud bin Mohammed took power, 
and slavery was abolished shortly 
thereafter. With this in mind, the 
Zanzibar Anglican Cathedral and the 
adjacent slave market and memorial is 
a “must-see.” 

On the southern fringe of the island 
is the town of Kizimkazi, the home of 
one of the oldest Arabic buildings 
in East Africa. The mosque, which 
dates from 1107 AD, is in the small 
settlement of Dimbani, northwest 
of Kizimkazi. While visiting this relic, 
you should not let the opportunity 
pass you by to visit one of the main 
attractions of Kizimkazi – swimming 
with the dolphins. 

Dhows await you as you arrive 
at Kizimkazi, and a short boat ride 
takes you to the dolphins’ territory. 
These friendly bottlenose and spinner 
dolphins frequently play in these 
waters and have become accustomed 
to the odd homo sapien in their terrain. 
But, do not to pack your snorkel and 
fins away just yet. Before entering the 
harbour at Kizimkazi, a paradise of 
coral reefs will entice anyone to spend 
an hour or so snorkeling in the open 
ocean. For certified divers, Zanzibar 
has an abundance of reefs and marine 

life making it one of the top diving 
destinations in East Africa. 

Zanzibar is the perfect destination for 
romantics, historians and adventurers 
alike. Just remember to pack your 
sunscreen and Kiswahili phrasebook, 
because your are bound to say asanta 
sana (thank you very much) more than 
one hundred times… >

1time airline now flies direct to 
and from Zanzibar every Tuesday 
and Saturday. check the flight 
schedule for more details. Take note, 
entry visas are US$50 and exit visas 
US$30 and you will need to have 
a valid yellow fever inoculation 
certificate when traveling.

Zanzibar Facts

Stone Town has four Hindu temples • 
and over 50 mosques.
Zanzibar has the largest collection • 
of carved wooden doors in East 
Africa
With less than 1,000,000 voters, • 
Zanzibar has its own democratically 
elected president who runs all 
internal affairs, although it is 
incorporated into the United 
Republic of Tanzania.
Swahili comes from the Arab word • 
sawahil which means “coast.”

One of the many beautifully carved doors common in Zanzibar.
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P o n d s ,  P o o l s  a n d  P a t i o s

With South Africa’s fantastic climate, it makes sense to invest in your outdoor living space. Splash 

out on the pool, enhance your garden with a pond, or take in the fresh air on your revamped patio.

Whether you choose 
to immerse yourself 
in it, or use it to 
improve the overall 
aesthetics of house 
and garden, water is 

always a wonderful addition to your 
living space. As a homeowner, adding a 
pool to your property is generally what 
comes to mind first when thinking of 
water in the garden, and is a great spot 
to spend long, hot, summer days.

If you are thinking of investing in a 
pool, a great deal of the hard work has 
gone out of keeping your pool sparkling. 
A mind-blowing collection of gadgets 
is available to make the job simpler. 
For example, A DOLPHIN Robotic Pool 

Cleaner uses its brain to electronically 
analyse the exact size of the pool, and 
applies that data to cleaning the pool 
quickly and efficiently.

Another handy device for keeping 
the pool at its azure best is the PoolCop. 
This bit of electronic wizardry will clean, 
backwash, add water, and control the 
chemical environment of the pool with 
little input from the owner. If you are 
required to get involved, to change the 
PoolCop’s electrodes or remove leaves 
from the leaf trap, the PoolCop will let 
you know. 

Moving onto the surrounding 
areas, paving, tiling and decorative 
concrete treatments are hardwearing 
and attractive. Leafy plants, whether 

in beds or in pots, will always add to 
the summer character of your garden. 
Garden statues may run the risk of 
evoking your visitors’ mirth, but can add 
character. Visit local garden centres, 
page through gardening magazines, 
or browse online to choose from an 
ever-increasing array of sophisticated 
accessories to beautify your  
outdoor area. 

Ponds are also an excellent way 
to bring a water element into your 
outside living space – and are not quite 
as daunting as a pool. They are akin 
to minute watering holes, attracting 
birds, frogs and bugs to your garden. 
The perennially popular Khoi, with their 
flashing white, orange and crimson 
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scales, are sure to add dazzle to  
your pond. 

Whether you plan to create a 
large-scale pond, or a small-scale 
water feature, DIY makes it easy 
nowadays. Pumps, waterproofing 
materials and accessories are 
available from all good nurseries and 
specialists. Building and designing 
your pond yourself means you have 
total control over the look and feel 
of the final product – and can make 
it original and special. 

However, the perfect place to 
laze beside the pool or take in the 
view of your new pond is, of course, 
the patio. Patios work best when 
treated as outside rooms, complete 
with furniture. Make the patio an 
integral part of your home. Large 
glass doors and an open design 
create flow; that all-important 
sense of movement between inside 
and outside that makes real estate 
agents swoon. 

An even greater sense of flow 

can be achieved by matching the 
materials for the patio floor with 
the pool surrounds, and for this, 
wooden decking has become very 
popular, both for its appearance 
and durability. Table and chairs, 
banked seating, or even a bar area 
can extend your entertainment 
area. There is a remarkable 
collection of furniture available 
for use outdoors. Aluminium and 
wrought iron are popular, while 
wood never goes out of fashion. 
Whether you covet the ever-
popular kettle braai or one of the 
large gas incarnations that are 
now available, a braai of some 
description is a necessity.

With all these additions, there 
will be little need to spend any time 
indoors, except perhaps during 
summer thunderstorms. Even then, 
you will be able to enjoy watching the 
lightning drama and welcome bounty 
of rain play out over your spectacular 
outside living space. >

Water features can transform your outdoor living area.



Although all foods and drinks contain 
water, many drinks contain caffeine, 
which is a mild diuretic and prevents 
water from travelling to necessary 
locations in the body. There is nothing 
better, or healthier, than a glass of 

cold, fresh water. 
The health benefits of drinking enough water 

are incontestable. Water is essential to survival 
and although a person can live for almost a month 
without food, they will die after only one week 
without water. Water increases metabolism and 
regulates appetite – and can help to maintain 
body weight. One of the main causes of tiredness 
at the office is more often mild dehydration, and 
water helps to increase energy levels by hydrating 
the body.

Drinking water can alleviate joint and back 
pain, reduce headaches, and helps to hydrate the 
skin, leaving it glowing and healthy looking. In the 
office, when one is caught up in work, it is easy 
to forget to drink water and keep topping up the 
coffee mug.

A simple way to increase the amount of water 
that employees drink, and so improve their general 
wellbeing and productivity, is to make it easy for 
them to access good quality water. 

In 1999, Pureau Fresh Water Company recognised 
the need for a door-to-door delivery system of high 
quality premium water and water coolers to various 
industry sectors. This saw the birth of Pureau Fresh 
Water Company. Since their inception, the business 

has grown 33% per year and now has 18 
distribution points across the country 
says Rod Tyack. A clear indication 
that companies across South Africa 
are recognising the importance of 
water in the office.

“Pureau uses the world 
endorsed process of reverse 
osmosis to purify and re-inject 
minerals, back into the water. 
The traditional dispensing systems, 
in the main, are not well serviced. 
They are dumped with the first delivery 
and are not maintained from there onwards. 
Our unique WaterTrail system ensures safe and 
complete sanitation of the water cooler providing a 
100 % hygienic system to dispense quality water,” 
explains Tyack, “We are also able to service any 
office size, from a small home office to a large 
corporation – and we will regularly service 
our clients, ensuring that their coolers are 
hygienically clean and the water is 
of the highest quality.”

The availability of good 
clean water, using a dispenser 
such as a Pureau water cooler, 
is a simple, convenient and 
inexpensive way of ensuring 
that staff members are healthier, 
happier and more productive.

For more information contact 
Pureau on 0860 37 37 40. >

In an average day at the office, most people are inclined to make cup 

after cup of coffee and tea, and occasionally grab a softdrink from the 

vending machine. What’s missing from this picture is water.

Drinking
AT THE OffICE

Story by Jane Barry
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G
etting up close and 
personal with Mother 
Nature is one thing, but 
roughing it in Big Five 
territory is something 
different. However, I was 

told that we were going to a private 
lodge with a difference. And so, 
armed with insect repellent, camera 
and binoculars, we embarked on the 
three-hour drive from Pretoria to 
Thakadu River Camp, a tented camp 
on the banks of the Marico River in the 
majestic Madikwe Game Reserve.

Imagine my delight when we are 
picked up from the main gate, in a state-
of-the-art game-viewing vehicle by 
Tsolo – one of the Thakadu River Camp 

rangers. Arriving at the establishment, 
I am filled with excitement; this is no 
ordinary camping ground. 

Thakadu means anteater in 
Tswana and is the symbol for the 
Molatedi community – who own the 
Thakadu River Camp. “The anteater is 
an extremely intelligent animal that 
cannot be held in captivity. It always 
makes a plan and escapes,” explains a 
smiling member of staff as we enter 
the main reception area. Original 
artworks combined with oversized 
couches on the covered wooden decks 
create an Afro-Zen ambience. It is clear 
that careful planning and consideration 
went into every detail of the  
lodge’s design. 

Upon entering our tented haven, one 
of only 12 in the camp, I realise that this 
is not just a tent, but a five-star hotel 
room, complete with en suite luxury 
bathroom and air conditioning. Sitting 
outside on the private deck overlooking 
the Marico River, I feel like a modern-day 
Livingstone or Karen Blixen. 

Mealtime at Thakadu is a 
generous affair. With Chef Tsolo 
Segoe heading an innovative culinary 
team, the creations that appear from 
her kitchen are exceptional in every 
respect. Her creative presentations 
are combined with old favourites, 
resulting in one gastronomic delight 
after the other. 

Thakadu is one of only two fully 

Text: liesel van der Schyf
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As a young Girl Scout I often went camping. Recollections 

of pitching tents and laying out camps haunt me to this day.  

I was half-thrilled, half-mortified at the prospect of spending a 

weekend in a tent in the middle of a game reserve.

River Camp
THAKADU
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tented camps in the malaria-free 
Madikwe Game Reserve. Drawing both 
local and international guests, the game 
drives provide the ideal opportunity 
to enjoy a true safari experience. Of 
particular interest are the facts and 
interesting African mythology imparted 
by the well-trained and knowledgeable 
rangers, all of them from the  
Molatedi community.

The idea of a community-
owned lodge originated with Mafisa 
Consulting who first presented the 
concept to the Molatedi community 
(whose ancestral land now forms 
part of Madikwe Game Reserve). The 
Sebolao Development Trust, which 
represents the community as a legal 

entity, followed through on the initial 
proposal. Today, the Thakadu Tented 
Camp is a combined ecotourism 
partnership between North-West 
Parks, the Molatedi community and 
the operator, The Madikwe Collection. 

All proceeds generated by the camp 
are pumped back into the community 
in the building of schools and clinics. 
Currently, only four of the 37 employees 
are not from the Molatedi community, 
but come from a neighbouring village. 
The dedication and commitment of the 
Molatedi community is evident in every 
aspect of service at Thakadu. It is of world-
class standard, and compares favourably 
with some of the more established and 
renowned lodges in Southern Africa.

After lunch on our second day at 
the lodge, some of the guests choose 
to enjoy the afternoon game drive, 
while we opt for cocktails in the 
swimming pool. On a sweltering hot 
afternoon, the elevated pool allows a 
perfect view of a huge elephant bull 
bathing himself in the river below. 
Astonished, and completely silent, 
we watch as this gracious giant goes 
about his routine, seemingly oblivious 
to our curiosity.

If this is what a tented camp is all 
about, count me in. Clearly the Girl 
Scouts had it all wrong. 

For more information about Thakadu go 
to www.madikwecollection.com or phone  
+27 11 805 9995. >
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Schoongezich Spa is a luxury destination spa which offers a 
unique blend of relaxation and tranquillity set amongst a 
beautiful rose and lavender scented environment. They will 
help you to escape the pressures of everyday life and even 
grant you the opportunity to stay over a night or two for the 
ultimate spa getaway! Located in Pretoria, Schoongezich 

Spa is only a 30 minutes’ drive from Johannesburg.
The spa presents you with internationally highly qualified 

therapists, as well as top quality products and treatments such as 
Guinot and O.P.I. Schoongezich Spa offers a wide range of specialised 
treatments incl uding Schoongezich’s own signature treatments using 
fresh spices and oils, to help exfoliate and soften the skin, followed by 
a relaxing deep tissue duo massage (performed by two therapists). 

Another speciality is The “Razul”– a Middle Eastern steam room 
experience. Here, you enter a room filled with steam, infused with 
aromatic oils and soft music followed by an exfoliation treatment 
and detox ending with a gentle tropical rainfall experience to cleanse 
your body.

Not only can you come to the spa for a ½ day, full day or stay over 
for a few days – you can also pop in for a treatment or two (bookings 
essential).

In 2007 Schoongezich Spa was privileged to be awarded “The 
Guinot Best Up and Coming Spa” award, and was nominated in the 
prestigious “SHAPE, Professional Beauty” competition as one of the 
top three destination spas in South Africa alongside Pezula in Knysna 
and Altira Spa in Cape Town!

Schoongezich Spa is open Mon-Thurs 8am – 7pm, and Fri-Sat 
8am – 5pm.

Why not come and let us take care of you? Schoongezich Spa, 369 
Schoongezicht Street, Erasmusrand, Pretoria. Tel + 27 12 347 2052, 
fax +27 12 346 6775 or email spa@schoongezich.co.za. >

Schoongezich Spa recently pampered 36 lucky ladies on behalf of 1time Airline, who wanted to say 

thank you for all their hard work and motivation. They were all spoilt from head to foot with full body 

spice exfoliations, soothing back, neck and shoulder massages, manicures, and pedicures. By the end of 

these pamper sessions, the ladies floated home on cloud 9!

StyleI N
1time says “thank you”

Story & Pix© Schoongezich Spa
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As irritating as it may 
be, hay fever is the 
result of your body’s 
attempt to protect 
itself. it is caused by 
an allergic reaction to 

a harmless, airborne substance (like 
pollen, dust or pet hair). in the case 
of hay fever sufferers, the immune 
system perceives this substance as 
harmful and it releases chemical 
agents, such as histamine, to ward 
off the “attack” – leaving you with 
red, burning eyes and a handbag full 
of tissues.

most people believe that hay 

fever is just something that they 
have to live with, but in fact, there 
are several changes you can make 
to your lifestyle to manage your hay 
fever symptoms. Here are our top 
11 tips for fighting the fever without  
a prescription:

don’t wash your bed linen when 1. 
the pollen count is high (watch 
the weather for updated pollen 
reports). Pollen spores can attach 
themselves to the sheets and 
that means no peaceful sleep  
for you.
avoid living in a high-rise building 2. 
if you suffer from hay fever. Pollen 

rises as the temperature rises 
and open windows in a top floor 
flat are an open invitation for a  
sniffly nose.
Pollen counts tend to be lower 3. 
at the coast, so consider moving 
closer to the sea if you’re prone 
to hay fever (as if you needed 
another excuse...)
Plan your garden carefully. 4. 
according to the allergy Society 
of South africa, most people who 
suffer from hay fever are allergic 
to wind-pollinated tree and grass 
spores. minimise these plants 
in your garden, and employ a 

Handling
hAy FeVer

It is estimated that one in five people suffer from hay fever, but most of us know very little about this 

common ailment, apart from the fact that it leaves us with itchy eyes and a runny nose. 

Story by Karen nel
Pix © iStockphoto.com
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garden services company to mow 
your lawn. Your sinuses will thank 
you for it!
consider removing the carpeting 5. 
in your home if you’re particularly 
allergic to dust mites. carpets 
may be warmer, but they’re also 
dust magnets.
Wash your sheets and blankets in 6. 
water that is at least 55 degrees 
celsius to ensure that you kill all 
the bed mites.
Eat foods high in vitamin c. 7. 
Vitamin c has been shown to 
reduce the release of histamine 
in the body. researchers at 
arizona State University gave hay 

fever sufferers increased doses 
of vitamin c over a six-week 
period. by the end of the study, 
volunteers’ histamine levels had 
dropped by 40%.
don’t expose babies and children 8. 
to secondhand smoke. according 
to the mayo clinic, children who 
inhale secondhand smoke in 
the first years of their lives have 
an increased risk of developing  
hay fever.
don’t assume that hay fever 9. 
only strikes in spring. Hay fever 
can occur in spring, summer or 
autumn – it all depends on the 
kind of spores that you’re allergic 

to. consult a specialist for specific 
tests to determine exactly what 
you’re allergic to. Then you’ll 
be better able to avoid the  
offending triggers.
Wash your hands and face 10. 
regularly with cold water. This 
will help to get rid of allergens 
in these areas that could trigger  
an attack.
Supplement your diet with 11. 
bioflavinoids like quercetin, 
catechin, and hesperidin, advises 
homeopath Taryn Turner. 
bioflavinoids are the substances 
that give fruit and vegetables 
their bright colours. They are 
natural anti-histamines and are 
strongly anti-allergenic.

For more information contact the 
allergy Society of South africa on +27 
21 447 9019 or visit www.allergysa.
org.za >

What is the pollen count?
The pollen count refers to the number 
of pollen particles per cubic metre of 
air. Most hay fever symptoms begin 
when the pollen count exceeds 50. 
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The definition of bonsai (tree in a pot) is to reproduce that which takes 

nature a very long time to accomplish – and the perfect bonsai is said 

to hold the universe within its branches.

The Art  of  Bonsai

Mother Nature is a harsh 
parent. As she tends 
to her children with 
fertile soil, sunshine 
and water, so does 
she equally mete out 

harsh discipline. Droughts, heat waves, 
and other harsh climactic conditions 
leave giant trees stunted and distorted 
in their natural environment. For 
centuries, in this very deformity, the 
contemplative mind has found beauty 
and inspiration.

The exact origins of the art of 
bonsai are obscured in antiquity, 
but it is said to have begun in China. 

Consensus is that the art form is 
probably over two thousand years 
old. Myth and fable abound amongst 
these small trees. One legend tells 
that an emperor created a landscape 
in his courtyard representative of his 
entire kingdom. Complete with hills, 
valleys, rivers and trees, it was said 
that he proclaimed the sole right to 
create such a miniature world – and 
anyone else who attempted this was 
put to death. 

Early bonsai belonged to the 
wealthy and the religious; those 
with time for contemplation, travel 
and beauty. Historically, the trees 

were naturally stunted and difficult 
to find. Only those who braved 
harsh, and often mountainous, 
landscapes could hope to chance 
upon a crevasse sprouting a stunted 
miniature tree. It was the early 
monks who found these trees, 
gently uprooted them, potted them, 
and brought them back to their 
monasteries or presented them as 
gifts to the nobility. 

It was only with the establishment of 
diplomatic ties with Japan that the 
art found its way across the borders 
of China. The spread of Buddhism 
also carried the little trees to foreign 

Story by Susan Putter
Pix @ iStockphoto.com

MeditationM I N I A T U R E
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climes. As the popularity of the art 
form grew, and demand began to 
outstrip natural supply, aficionados 
experimented with carefully trimming 
and pruning the branches and roots 
of normal-sized saplings, training 
the shoots to confine themselves to 
the proportions of the typical small, 
shallow bonsai pot.

The modern centre of the bonsai 
world is the Japanese town of Omiya, 
where 30 families of professional 
bonsai growers from downtown 
Tokyo established themselves 
following the great earthquake of 
1923. Students flock from all over the 
world to the village of Omiya to learn 
from these teachers and to study the  
Omiya plants. 

Most plants range in height from 
30 centimetres to one metre and the 
art has sprouted several speciality 
branches. An example is mame or 
“bean” bonsai, where minute but 

perfectly formed trees are grown 
in thimble-sized pots. These little 
plants have an average height of five 
centimetres – a representation of the 
universe that could be comfortably 
held in the palm of one’s hand.

The main ingredients for growing 
bonsai are love and abundant 
patience. Properly cared for, these 
miniatures will long outlive their 
full-sized counterparts. Proper care 
requires many hours spent studying 
the tree in order to identify its 
essence, according to which it should 
be pruned and shaped. Branches are 
then coaxed in specific directions 
with infinite tenderness. During its 
lifetime the plant will also have to be 
re-potted and have its roots trimmed 
several times, which can be likened to 
surgery on the most vulnerable part 
of its body. 

With the proliferation of bonsai 
trees at flea markets and garden 

centres, the art form is in danger 
of being considered commonplace. 
Much of what is on sale today is 
mass-produced and bears little 
resemblance in its essence to the 
inherent spirituality of the art form. 
Modern living also leaves little time 
for the contemplation and reflection 
that keeping and caring for the little 
trees requires.

Ironically, many people rush 
dismissively past bonsai displays, 
intent on some or other mission 
of modern living while their souls 
cry out to be captured once again 
by beauty and timelessness. But 
maybe, just maybe, the next time 
you’re at the flea market, a little 
tree will catch your eye and lift 
your spirit. Maybe, just maybe, 
it will offer you the chance to 
hold the universe in the palm of  
your hand. >
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To explain his complex 
theory to the man on the 
street, Einstein likened it 
as follows: if you hold 
your hand on a hot stove 
for five minutes, it can 

feel like an hour. but if you spend an 
hour talking to a beautiful woman, it 

can feel like five minutes.
I was thinking of this while the petrol 

pump attendant was concerned with 
far greater issues, such as whether that 
article in The Daily Sun about carnivorous 
beetroots terrorising a township could in 
fact have a shred of truth to it.

The pump stopped on R842.12, and 
made a lurching sound as it did so, 
echoing a similar sound in my throat as 
I took out my wallet. And here’s where 
Einstein kicks in. If you had asked me 
to pay R842.12 for one item that day, 
I would have gone through a myriad 
of reactions. I may have told you that 
you are mad and that’s a crazy price for 
something. I would have considered how 
badly I needed this item in light of its cost. 
In short, you would have had quite a hard 
time separating me from my R842.12.

But somehow when it comes to 

filling our cars, quicker than you can say 
Saudi Arabia, we hand over the garage 
card, pay the money and drive off.

Sure, the price of a tank of petrol 
still haunts us. But it’s a bit like being 
a Lions fan during the Super 14 – the 
memory of a string of defeats still 
hurts, but come next weekend you’ve 
paid for your ticket and are back in the 
stands again.

But when rising prices hit us in our 
beautiful woman territory – namely 
food – then we close down city centres 
and march in protest. Yes, we marched 
for the petrol price as well. But that was 
the last in a long list of complaints about 
rising food, electricity and other costs.

Yet, on the flip side of the meagre 
coin we have left, petrol is the one we 
seem to watch very closely. Ask most 
middle to upper-class people what 
the petrol price is and they’ll rattle it 
off down to the exact cent. Ask them 
the cost of a standard loaf of brown 
bread, and you’ll be lucky if somebody 
gets close to “around R6.” Even more 
so, can you remember what a loaf of 
bread cost five years ago? But ask the 
poorest of the poor, who spend 50% 

of their income on food, and they’ll 
quickly tell you what a loaf of bread 
costs, but may have no idea what the 
petrol price is.

Most of us perhaps don’t know that 
we’re paying almost 14% more for a 
trolley of basic groceries than we were 
a year ago. We just know that the price 
has gone up, and we don’t like it.

But we seem to pay no attention 
to the fact that Shell, BP, Caltex or 
whoever are making millions of dollars 
of profit every year on fuel. However, 
if Pick ‘n Pay shows a profit as a result 
of increased food prices, we’re ready 
to chuck a packet of frozen peas at 
Raymond Ackerman.

In essence, your level of outrage 
stems from your place on the 
economic food chain.

But the good news is that pretty 
soon we won’t have to separate our 
emotional response on these two 
issues, because they may well become 
one in the age of bio-fuels.

As Einstein may have explained it, it 
will be like having a conversation with 
a beautiful woman who is holding 
your hand on a hot stove. >

I’m not sure whether Albert Einstein ever bought petrol. Photographs of him always show him on a 

bicycle. But his general theory of relativity hit me like a barrel of brent crude between the eyes as I 

watched the digits on the petrol pump roll over like the definitive slot machine of capitalism that it is.

Story by michael Vlismas
Pic © iStockphoto.com
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RangeT O P  O F  T H E

I N  A F R I C A

The company attributes its 
success to its consistent focus 
on what matters – quality 
owner-run camps, attention to 
detail and value for money. The 
camps all work together to form 

an exciting circuit enabling tourists to visit 
some of the most popular areas the region 
has to offer.

If your preference is exploring the 
magic and history of the Matobo Hills 
in Matabeleland, Camp Amalinda is just 
the place. This beautiful 9-room boutique 
lodge has an authenticity that blends with 
the granite rocks it uses as a background. 
Rhino tracking in the park, or admiring 
centuries-old cave paintings, the area will 
entrance you with its majestic grandeur.

Ivory Lodge on the outskirts of the Hwange 
National Park is another treasure. The 
abundance of wildlife means you never have 
to venture too far in the search for the Big 
Five.  Six comfortable lodges, set at treetop 
height, overlook the waterhole frequented by 
herds of elephants, buffalo and other game. 
Tempting meals and campfire evenings wind 
down the day’s activities.

Top of the Range’s newest member is 
Varden Safaris. One of the only operators 
to have been given a licence to horse 
ride in the Hwange National Park, this 
exciting venture provides experienced 
riders an opportunity to get up-close and 
personal with the wildlife. Fly camps offer 
comfortable accommodation with Janine 
and James Varden riding with their guests 
on a daily basis. 

Victoria Falls thunders to the North, 
where Gorges Lodge holds a place of pride 
on the very edge of the Batoka Gorge, 
250 metres above the mighty Zambezi 
River, offering one of the most spectacular 
views in the area. On the outskirts of the 
Falls village, the lodge is close enough for 
guests to be able to enjoy all that the Falls 
has to offer, but far enough away to melt 
back into the African bush at the end of an 
exhilarating day. 

Nipping across the border into Botswana 
takes the group regional, with Ichingo 
Chobe River Lodge being a paradox on 
an island that belongs to Namibia, in the 
middle of the Chobe. Six deluxe tented 
lodges are tucked away on the river’s edge 

– and if exploring the river further up is an 
option, then a couple of nights on one of 
their upmarket Ichobezi Houseboats can 
be arranged. 

Crossing Zimbabwe’s largest water 
mass, Lake Kariba, Musango Safari Camp 
is on an island just off the Matusadonna 
shoreline. Steve and Wendy Edwards make 
their visitors’ safari experience a priority 
and Musango boasts a high number of 
returning guests. Nine tented lodges 
overlook the lake with fishing, canoeing, 
game walks and drives being on the list  
of activities  

No group is complete without at least 
one city property and Imba Matombo 
in Harare completes the circuit. 22 beds 
in Glen Lorne, 20 minutes from the city 
centre and the international airport gives 
both business and leisure travellers a 
luxurious experience while being safe  
and affordable. 

To get in touch with Top of the Range 
Africa call +26 3924 5051/24 2298/24 
3064, email toprange@gatorzw.
com, toprange@yoafrica.com or visit  
www.toprange.com. >

Established in 1990, Top of the Range is a dynamic marketing and reservations company that promotes 

a number of camps and lodges within Zimbabwe and the region. 

Story and Pix © Top of the range
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The Tshwane area, situated in the 
northern part of the Gauteng 
Province, has, on average, the 
highest educational level in 
the country. It is because of the 
existence and the work done 

by institutions such as the University of 
Pretoria that Gauteng is truly the home of 
champions and also that the Tshwane area 
has the highest educational level. 

The University of Pretoria (UP) was 
established in 1908 and celebrates its 
centenary this year. 

UP strives towards academic 
excellence, quality and innovation in all 
aspects of university life – promoting an 
intellectually stimulating and culturally 
vibrant, value-driven environment that 
provides an intellectual home for the rich 
diversity of South African academic talent.

It is the country’s leading research 
university in terms of research output per 
annum since 1997. Offering the widest 
variety of academic study programmes 
(i.e. 181 qualifications involving more than 
1,800 academic study programmes) in the 
country, it is logical that the University 
of Pretoria is a top supplier of high-level 
human resources in the country in terms 

of the number of graduates and also the 
variety of their fields of training. 

The University of Pretoria plays a crucial 
role in various areas of infrastructural 
development of South Africa, e.g. 
construction of airports, roads, stadia in 
preparation for the 2010 Soccer World 
Cup, in that it is the largest single supplier 
of graduate engineers and persons skilled 
in project management in South Africa.

It also has the oldest Veterinary 
Sciences faculty in Africa and the only one 
in South Africa.

The University of Pretoria’s slogan is 
”Leading Minds” and the institution prides 
itself as the “home to a new generation of 
students who have embraced the concept 
of innovative thought and lifestyle.”

Community engagement is one of 
the pillars of the University of Pretoria, 
hence the University recently launched the 
Department of Community Engagement 
that will be dedicated to promoting and 
coordinating the community engagement 
programmes of the institution.

On the sport front, there is a culture 
of sporting excellence, quality and 
transformation at the University of 
Pretoria, coupled with a strong emphasis 

on junior sport participation, development 
sport and community outreach.

The University of Pretoria is the 
main provider of athletes to South 
Africa’s national sports teams. Its High 
Performance Centre (HPC) is the first elite 
performance centre in Southern Africa. 
Sports organisations representing various 
codes from South Africa and beyond 
regularly send their teams to the HPC.

The University is also alive with arts 
and culture, both on the academic side 
and in terms of recreational pursuits. 
Film festivals, literature, art competitions, 
and classical and contemporary concerts 
are regularly offered. The University of 
Pretoria also has a rich heritage, with at 
least sixty buildings of historical value on 
campus, an extensive art collection and 
four exceptional museums.

The University of Pretoria will 
continue to contribute actively towards 
a prosperous future by offering life-long 
learning opportunities, encouraging 
research and positioning the University as 
an internationally recognised university in 
South Africa.

For general information please visit www.
up.ac.za or call +27 12 420 3111. >

According to the Gauteng Provincial Department of Sports, Arts, Culture and Recreation, the 
Province is referred to as the home of champions, where sport, arts, culture and recreation are used 
to promote nation building, economic growth and create sustainable livelihoods through ensuring 
skilled, active and healthy communities.  

Story and pix © University of Pretoria
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A place to carve 
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Here’s a flop-proof recipe for success 
in the dance music world: mix up 
a double bass with a saxophone, 
add a keyboard, a flute, a few 
vocals and throw in a few samples, 
effects and synths. Top it off with 

a generous sprinkling of freeform improvisation, 
turn up the volume and watch as the crowd goes 
wild with approval. it’s a recipe that Peters and 
Poole, both cape Town homeboys and trained 
jazz musicians, have learnt to perfect – and the 
world is loving it.

They’ve played their eclectic brand of jazz-
meets-house-meets-dance alongside some of 
the world’s top names in floor-shaking beats, 
such as Fatboy Slim, Faithless and basement 
Jaxx, at venues ranging from the USa and 
Europe to dubai and Japan. They’re currently 
in the final stint of their four-month residency 
at the super-club Pacha in ibiza, before heading  
to brazil.

adjusting to ibiza hasn’t been an easy ride 
and, Peters notes, “You need some insider 
knowledge to really get into a space where you 
can start calling this place a home away from 
home. like where the best supermakado is, how 
to change your Spanish voicemail to English (an 
interesting experience), and trying to grasp some 
rudimentary Spanish. Here are two essentials: 
‘Donde esta Playa?’ (where is the beach?) and 

Fishies
MAKING A SPLASH

Story by michael Salzwedel, Pix © goldfish

It is often said that all good things come in threes, but the Goldfish duo of Dominic Peters and David 

Poole are proving that it takes just the two of them to really get the party started.



‘Dos Cerveza por favor’ (two beers 
please) – crucial!”

The Fishies, as they are 
affectionately known have the 
world’s party animals eating out 
of their hands. but it’s not all one 
long party. “This is the best job 
in the world, but there definitely 
are moments on tour when it gets 
to you a bit, like all the jetlag, 
living out of a suitcase, airport 
security (the States is a complete 
nightmare) and missing your 
family and friends,” says Peters.

mommy-missing moments 
aside, what is it about their live 
performances that has seen 
goldfish skyrocket to success 
as quickly as they have? Their 
willingness to experiment with 
previously uncharted musical 
territory – while having an 
absolute jol and making sure the 
crowd does too – is probably the 
best answer to that question. 

“We bring in whatever we want, 
whenever we want. Sometimes 
we sample the crowd, sometimes 
we drop a cheeky riff or two from 
whatever we are listening to at 
the time…we’ve even sampled a 
car alarm that went off at a gig 
and brought that into the track 
we were playing at the time. it’s 
the best of a band and the best of 
a dJ rolled into one,” says Peters.

goldfish’s music is such that it’s 
as equally apt in a heaving, sweaty 
club in ibiza as it is in a cape 
Town cocktail lounge on a balmy, 
slow-moving Sunday afternoon. 
over two years have passed 
since their cult-hit debut album 
Caught in the Loop, and their 
latest endeavour is Perceptions 
of Pacha, a zesty 10-track album 
released in march this year. it has 
gained considerable international 
acclaim, yet maintains the earthy 
goldfish sound. “We really like to 

keep that organic, warm, human 
feel to the music that so much 
of dance music seems to have 
lost. it’s got a bit of dirt rubbed 
in, some sunshine vibes, and you 
can hear it’s made with love in 
africa!” Peters says of the album.

The future certainly looks to 
be a glimmering shade of gold 
for the goldfish boys, and as long 
as everything keeps going this 
swimmingly for them, it’s unlikely 
that they’ll jump out of the party 
waters any time soon! >
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Winelands

Within two hours 
drive of Cape Town, 
hundreds of wineries 
sit and wait patiently 
for the opportunity 
to tantalise the 

palates of connoisseurs and Saturday 
sightseers alike. Located in some of 
the most scenic areas the country 
has to offer, the sprawling Cape 
Winelands are worth spending a good 
many weekends exploring. To get 
you started, we decided to give you a 
taste of three wine routes within easy 
driving distance of Cape Town.

Constantia Wine Route
The Constantia Valley is home to 

a picturesque collection of farms only 
20 minutes from the centre of Cape 
Town. Although the city has grown and 
developed into a thriving and vibrant 
metropolis over the last 400 years, the 
historic wine farms of the area have 
retained their original charm complete 
with towering oak trees and original 
Cape Dutch farmhouses. In fact, the 
first governor of the Cape, Simon 
van der Stel, chose Constantia as the 
location for his personal farmlands in 
1685 and this area is considered to be 

the birthplace of the South African 
wine industry.

Wine farms along the route include 
Steenberg Vineyards, Constantia 
Uitsig, Buitenverwachting, Klein 
Constantia and Groot Constantia. Visit  
www.constantiawineroute.co.za.

Stellenbosch Wine Route
Only half an hour’s drive from 

Cape Town, you will find the sleepy 
student town of Stellenbosch and 
in the surrounding farmlands, the 
Stellenbosch Wine Route (SWR). South 
Africa currently has over 100,000 
hectares of vineyards and the SWR 

The Cape is a veritable mecca for wine lovers, and there are far too many fantastic routes and 
wineries to experience in only one visit. 

A TASTE OF THE CAPE

Story by laura cooke, 
Pix © iStockphoto.com
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houses a whopping 18% of this total. As the first recognised 
wine route in South Africa, and the largest, it is home to over 130 
farms and vineyards.

Like Constantia Valley, the wine industry in this area looks 
back over centuries of viticulture, bringing complexity and 
character to the numerous SWR wineries. Synonymous with 
quality, the SWR is divided into five sub-routes: Simonsberg, 
Helderberg, Stellenbosch Hills, Stellenbosch Berg and Bottelary 
Hills. This September, Stellenbosch will be hosting the third 
annual Winemaker’s Choice Awards.

With over 130 wineries along the route, it will take a good 
number of visits to get through them all. For more information visit  
www.wineroute.co.za. 

Paarl Vintners
Moving a few kilometres further inland, you will happen 

upon yet another of the Wineland offerings – Paarl. The wine 
route in this scenic valley is made up of over 30 farms that 
form the Paarl Vintners group. Paarl, like Stellenbosch and Cape 
Town, boasts an extensive history in the wine industry.

Of interest to those visiting the Paarl area is the renowned 
Paarl Rock, the second largest granite outcrop in the world. 
Many of the Paarl Vintners wineries and farms also offer far 
more than wine, where you can enjoy cheese and olives, watch 
glass blowers in action or relax under the trees.

In the month of September, Paarl will be hosting the third 
annual Cultivaria Festival from the 25th to 28th. The festival 
calendar is packed with local drama, music, art, fine wines and 
delicious food. It is sure to be a fabulous weekend and is well 
worth the 40-minute drive from Cape Town.

For more information go to www.paarlwine.co.za.
These are only three of the routes in the Western Cape and 

it would take the most committed wine tourist a good many 
months to take advantage of all that is on offer. But, it is best 
to start somewhere, so get your nose primed, brush up on your 
wine jargon and head out into the vines. >

Story by laura cooke, 
Pix © iStockphoto.com

Groot Constantia Homestead in Cape Town
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Occasion

What causes this 
fear is unclear, but 
it certainly is real. 
Psychologists give 
various reasons 
for our raw fear of 

speaking in front of others, suggesting 
that it boils down to negative emotional 
meanings we have attached to past 
events. Perhaps we were laughed at 
in school, or had a bad experience in 
the workplace, which undermined our 
confidence and belief in ourselves. 
So when asked to speak, we trot out 
any excuse to protect ourselves from 
potential humiliation. 

But there is good news. Speaking – 
even “just a few words” – can be learnt. 
And if it can be learnt, then it can  
be mastered. 

As a life-coach, I help people discover 
a key to overcoming fear, which is simply 
to become open to the possibility of 
personal expansion by facing the fear – 
and doing it anyway. A simple way of 
“becoming open” is to ask, “What is the 
best thing that could happen to me if I 
do this?” An honest answer will point 
you in the right direction and will lead 
towards increased self-mastery and 
inner confidence. 

The next time you are asked to say 
“just a few words,” use these tips to 

help you to rise to the occasion – and 
make it a memorable one. 

Decide that “stage time is my time,” • 
and have fun speaking. Never, ever, 
apologise for being a “poor” public 
speaker! It sets you up for failure. 
Know your time limits – better be • 
too short than too long. People may 
be disappointed if you speak for only 
2 minutes instead of the expected 
15, but annoyed if you are allocated 
2 minutes and speak for 10!
Know your time slot – match the style • 
and energy of your talk to the occasion. 
Prepare a crisp introduction, a few • 
key points, and a strong conclusion.
Practise, practise, practise your • 
speech whenever you can before 
the event. Experiment with your 
voice and vary your tone, speed, and 
volume during your presentation.
Breathe deeply before speaking. If • 
possible pump your arms or jump on 
the spot – it will help you relax. 
Make eye contact with at least one • 
friendly face in the audience – maybe 
even prime someone to smile at you 
when you get up to speak. 
Smile when you get up from your • 
seat. Smile before you start. Smile 
while you are speaking. Smile 
when you are finished. Even a 
compassionate smile at a funeral can 

lift the mood and help the people 
who are grieving. 
Use notes if you have to, but reading • 
from a script should be a last resort. 
When people compliment or praise • 
you for speaking, acknowledge them 
with a sincere “Thank You.” Putting 
or playing yourself down is both 
insulting to the other person and 
undermining to yourself. 
Did I say never apologise for being a • 
“poor” public speaker?
If you use these ideas you will gain 

confidence and personal power when 
taking up the challenge to speak in public. 

To learn, or master, the craft of 
speaking, joining a Toastmasters Club 
(www.toastmasters.org), which will give 
you a solid foundation. Alternatively, 
hire a speech coach who will work with 
you on your journey. 

Remember that as you face your 
fear and do it anyway, you will most 
certainly grow. If you persist, you can 
expect to flourish, and if you master 
this skill you will prosper. 

Colin Davies is a life-coach and 
speaker who focuses on helping 
people become intentional about 
living lives of growth, expansion and 
abundance. He may be contacted at 
info@ColinDaviesCoaching.com or  
www.ColinDaviesCoaching.com. >

RISE TO THE

Public speaking may be one of humanity’s greatest fears, and most of us travel through life 

dreading being asked to say “just a few words.” 

HOW TO IMPRESS WITH “JUST A FEW WORDS”
Story by colin davies
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S H A P E  U P  L I K E  T H E  S TA R S
W I T H  T H E  P O W E R  P L AT E ®  MAC H I N E

“My friends raved to me about the Power Plate® machine, and now I 

know why. It is a great invention and a convenient, time-efficient work 

out!” – Kylie Minogue

International celebrities and sports personalities alike are among the growing number 
of high-profile individuals keeping in shape using a Power Plate® machine, the ingenious 
fitness equipment that delivers a full body workout in as little as 15 minutes. Kylie 
Minogue, Claudia Schiffer, Natalie Imbruglia, The Sharks and Western Province Rugby 
teams, SA Swimming Team, Rynard Tissink and Rory Sabbatini are just some of the many 
world-famous celebrities among this growing fan base. 

Power Plate® machines provide the perfect solution for time-poor celebrities who need to 
look and feel great, but don’t always have the time to spend hours in the gym.

Internationally renowned Supermodel and mother, Claudia Schiffer says: 

“I love using a Power Plate® machine as part of my fitness regime as 

I can do a really intensive work out in such a short space of time. As 

a working mother with a hectic work schedule, exercising on a Power 

Plate® machine helps me stay in shape without having to spend hours 

in the gym!”
Power Plate® equipment uses Acceleration Training™ technology to provide a wide range 
of health and fitness benefits for all, regardless of age and fitness level. Exercising on a 
machine for just 15 minutes, three times per week, offers all the benefits and more of 
regular exercise, and is enough to begin noticing a difference. An accelerated workout can 
help tone your body, increase muscle strength and flexibility, improve circulation, stamina, 
fitness and wellbeing, and even help to reduce the appearance of cellulite. 

Sports stars from a variety of disciplines have also been quick to see the benefits of training 
on Power Plate® machines as it presents an ideal way to warm up and prepare for action. 
Besides building strength and tone, performing dynamic stretching movements on a 
machine can also help to improve your range of motion, which has proved to be a distinct 
advantage to many professional golfers – including Rory Sabbatini and winning Ryder Cup 
team members, Colin Montgomerie and Lee Westwood.  

Dr Craig Roberts, Sharks team doctor explained three weeks into the Super 14 competition 
that they are using Power Plate® for rehabilitation and flexibility training. “The players are 
really enjoying the Power Plate® and seeing huge benefits. Particularly on match days when 
we have the plates in the change room and on the side of the field for muscle activation and 
warm up as well as for recovery after the game. We really feel they are making a significant 
difference; normally for the first few games of the season the players often struggle with 
cramps towards the end of the game and this season despite the new rule variations which 
means even more running, we have not had one player cramp”.

now, thanks to Power Plate® technology, you can exercise 
like a star and become as fit as your sporting heroes 
either at home or in the gym. 

F o r  m o r e  i n f o r m a t i o n ,  p l e a s e  v i s i t  w w w. p o w e r p l a t e . c o m  o r  c o n t a c t 
P o w e r - P l a t e  S A  a t  i n f o @ p o w e r - p l a t e . c o . z a  /  + 2 7  4 1  3 7 3  3 8 5 5 .
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Subaru’s newly launched 
Tribeca 3.6-litre flagship 
could probably be described 
as the “greenest” car on 
earth. For the plant where 
the new beauty is built – 

Subaru of Indiana Automotive (SIA) 
in Lafayette in the American state of 
Indiana – has achieved the very rare 
distinction from the US environmental 
authorities of “zero landfill status.” This 
means that not a single scrap of waste 
from the plant’s extensive engineering 
and manufacturing processes goes into 
local landfill sites. 

Everything is recycled or re-used
Every year the Lafayette plant 

recycles 99,3% of excess or leftover 
steel, plastic, wood, paper, glass, and 
other materials. Even paint solvents are 
effectively re-used. The rest is shipped 
to the State’s capital, Indianapolis, and 
incinerated to help generate steam. 

In fact, SIA has among the “cleanest” 
records of any manufacturing plant of any 

kind anywhere in the world. For example:
It is the first manufacturing facility • 
anywhere in the United States to 
attain “zero landfill” status.
Many years ago (in 1994) SIA became • 
the first automotive assembly plant 
in the United States to completely 
ban indoor smoking.
It has been the recipient of the • 
Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA) Gold Award as a top achiever 
in the agency’s WasteWise 
programme to reduce waste and 
improve recycling.
And, it is the first auto assembly plant • 
in the United States to be designated 
a wildlife habitat. Deer, coyotes, 
beavers, blue herons, geese, and 
turtles among other wildlife live in 
peaceful co-existence with the plant.
According to Teresita van Gaalen, 

MD of Subaru Southern Africa, there 
are real-world benefits from Subaru’s 
striving to leave as small a carbon 
footprint as possible on our world. 

While protecting passengers is a 
defining feature of any Subaru vehicle, 
equally as important in the Subaru 
manufacturing culture is defending 
the environment. And in these days of 
global warming, Subaru, together with 
its earth-friendly partners, is doing this 
quite effectively. “It is an integral part 
of the Subaru philosophy. You could 
say it’s what makes a Subaru a Subaru,” 
according to Van Gaalen.

So, the next time you trundle 
your refuse bins out to the front gate 
for collection, remember that your 
household is sending more domestic 
waste to your local landfill site than the 
entire Subaru of Indiana Automotive 
vehicle manufacturing plant.

The new Tribeca 3.6-litre is the 
only Subaru marketed in Southern 
Africa to be built in the United States. 
Expect to pay R510,000 for this unique 
vehicle, including its 3-year / 100,000 
km warranty and 3-year / 63,000 km 
maintenance plan. >

Vehicle manufacturing as an industry and vehicle assembly plants in general are notoriously bad for the environment. It 

seems however that Japanese carmaker Subaru is turning the eco-corner.

Words by bernard K Hellberg,  
Pix © Subaru Sa

subAru 
             tribecA

THE WorlD’S GrEEnEST CAr?
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Mercedes-Benz A-class

Cars in the supermini segment of the market seem to all have 
grown to the point where many are too big for those 21st century 
buyers who want a genuinely small car. Enter the Hyundai i10, 
a little car that is perfect car for the times. Like all of Hyundai’s 
new iSeries cars, it combines great design, the latest technology 
and cutting-edge production to bring quality cars to market at an 
affordable price. The i10, in particular, epitomises these traits and 
its hits our shores at exactly the right moment to meet pent-up 
demand for a vehicle which is not just a bare-bones appliance. 
Just R89,900 will buy the 5-speed manual version, while R99,900 
is enough for the 4-speed auto.

Hyundai i10

Chevrolet  Aveo hatch

The new Chevrolet Aveo Hatchback makes its entry in the 
South African vehicle market as a significant upgrade on the 
model it replaces. Inside and out, the new Aveo Hatchback 
offers significant advances over its predecessor. On the road, 
its smooth comfortable ride, precise handling, and high level 
of built-in safety make the new car a serious contender in the 
B-segment. Power comes from an enhanced version of GM’s 
1.6-litre DOHC Ecotec engine with multi-port fuel injection, 
and four valves per cylinder. Maximum power is 77kW @ 
5,800 r/min with 145 Nm of torque available at 3,600 r/
min. The sporty Aveo Hatchback is offered in a range of four 
models with a choice of 5-speed manual transmission in L, 
LS and LT trim, and 4-speed automatic in LS trim.

Following an extensive facelift, Merc’s very successful compact 
hatchback is younger and more attractive than ever. Outstanding 
safety, everyday versatility and hallmark Mercedes-Benz reliability 
have always been the strengths of the A-Class, and the new-
generation car builds on these virtues. While extensive revisions to 
the exterior and interior have given it a vibrant new lease on life, 
there is one amazing addition that is undoubtedly a first in South 
Africa. Active Park Assist is an option on all new A-Class models and 
uses special ultrasonic sensors and active steering to, firstly, help 
you find a suitable parallel parking spot, and then steers the car into 
the bay for you! Why not visit your nearest Mercedes-Benz dealer to 
experience this amazing technical marvel, which is an option on all 
new B-Class models too.

hAtch AttAcK!
nEW MoDElS on THE MArKET

compiled by bernard K Hellberg
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Renault has always offered 
great products that ooze 
the best of European 
styling and offer class-
leading safety. Now, the 
company is set to launch 

a new version of its popular Clio III, 
the Limited Edition Extreme, which 
promises to add even more spice to 
Renault’s already successful va va va 
voom range.

The Clio III range has remained 
largely unchanged since launching in 
May 2006 and the Extreme Limited 
Edition quintet, which debuted in 
dealerships countrywide in mid-
August, reaffirmed the French marque’s 
solid position in South Africa’s highly 
competitive B-Segment. 

A host of value-added features 

– seldom standard fitments in 
competitor models in this segment 
– are part of the purchase package. 
Customers can look forward to a 
leather steering wheel and gear-knob, 
radio/CD MP3 player, front fog lamps, 
electric/heated mirrors and extra-
tinted windows – all standard gear in 
Clio III’s new line-up. 

The striking cab interior is 
distinguished by the dashboard, console 
and trim strips all colour-coded in blue 
and perfectly matched to the dark 
charcoal of the lower cowling. 

In tandem with the chrome-finished 
dashboard instrument surrounds 
and interior door handles, these hot 
new specs are specific to Clio III and 
complement the blue and black seat 
trim of the Extreme models.

The 3-door versions are fitted with 
15’’ inch alloy wheels and cornering 
headlamps which ensure clear 
visibility on winding roads at night and 
for those customers requiring more 
power, the 1.6-litre 3-door version has 
been added to the range.

With the sole exception of the 
Expression1.5dCi, the new Extreme 
models replace their Expression 
forerunners. 

Pricing on the new range starts 
at R144,000 for the 1.4 Extreme 
5-door, extending to the 1.4 Extreme 
3-door for R147,000, and the 1.6 
Extreme 5-door which will retail at 
R155,000 – with an auto version being 
offered at R165,500. The sporty 1.6 
Extreme 3-door completes the line-up  
at R158,000.  >

Renault South Africa is refreshing its entry level Clio III range and is set to launch five stylishly chic Extreme Limited 

Edition models. 

reNAult rEADY To roCK SA!

Story & pix © renault Sa

clio iii extreme 
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Hondelewe
Die lente word dikwels 

gesien as die begin van die 
sogenaamde lawwe seisoen. 
Planne word beraam vir 
die Desember-vakansie en 
begrotings word bekyk vir 

die kinders se Kersgeskenke. Dikwels is 
‘n troeteldier hoog op die geskenkelys 
en gebeur dit dan dat ‘n klein hondjie 

deel van die gesin word.
Nadat die besluit geneem is 

en jy ja gestem het vir laat nagte, 
vroeëe oggende, grawery in die tuin, 
die opkou van jou duurste skoene, 
gehoorsaamheidsklass en, les bes, 
bollie-patrollie, kom die volgende 
belangrike stap. Watter soort hond sal 
by my en of my gesin pas?

Omdat mense en gesinne verskil, 
verskil hulle honde-behoeftes ook. Hier 
is ‘n uiteenlopende groep hipotetiese 
gesinne en moontlike opsies wat 
honde-eienaarskap aanbetref:

Sipho en Kgotatso is ‘n jong 
professionele egpaar. Hulle lewens is 
besig en  gevul met talle verpligtinge. 
Die meenthuis waarin hulle woon 
het ‘n redelike groot tuin. Kgotatso 
was haar lewe lank ‘n liefhebber 
van Maltesers – waarmee sy as kind 
grootgeword het.

In hulle geval sou die Tjou-tjou, Basenji 
of die Italiaanse windhond goeie keuses 
wees omdat hulle minder oefening nodig 
het en nie dikwels blaf nie. Groot honde 
benodig baie ruimte – wees dus altyd 
bedag op die grootte van jou erf.

Rajesh werk dikwels lang ure, 
maar is naweke “van diens af”. Vinay 
is ‘n tipiese sokkermamma wat hulle 
twee tienerseuns daagliks moet 
vervoer. Hulle woon in die voorstede 
op ‘n kleinerige erf en het nog nooit 
voorheen ‘n hond besit nie. Honderasse 
wat maklik by hierdie gesin sal inskakel 
sluit in die Apporteerhond (Golden 
Retriever), Labrador en die Springer 
Spaniël – mits  die gesin bereid is om 
hierdie honde deel van die gesin te 
maak, binne te laat slaap en gereeld vir 
wandelinge te neem.

Jim en Philippa Baker het 
drie kinders en bedryf hul 
landskapsargitektuuronderneming 
van die huis af. Hulle woon op ‘n groot 
erf in ‘n landelike omgewing waar 
veiligheid altyd ‘n oorweging is. Hulle 
werkdag bestaan uit aktiwiteite in die 
huis en die klein kwekery op die erf. Vir 
Jim en Philippa sou Boksers, Pirenese 
Berghonde of Belgiese Skaaphonde 
‘n goeie keuse wees. Al drie hierdie 

rasse is intelligent, sal hul “gesinslede” 
beskerm, maar benodig heelwat ruimte 
en interaksie met hul gesin.

Ongeag of u omstandighede 
soortgelyk aan dié van die bogenoemde 
gesinne is, en of u ander behoeftes 
het, moet dit beklemtoon word dat 
die besluit om ‘n hond aan te skaf ‘n 
blywende uitwerking sal hê op die 
lewensgehalte van die gesin en ook 
van die dier self.

As die versorger van ‘n 
hondevriend/-gesinslid, moet u 
onthou dat kleinhondjies, gou-gou 
spelerige jong tieners en daarna 
volwassenes word. Die manier waarop 
hulle opgevoed word sal bepaal of 
hulle dierbare metgeselle sal wees 
of moeilik om te beheer sou hulle 
sosialisering, opleiding en agting vir 
hulle bestaan as lewende wesens nie 
tot sy reg gekom het nie.

nikki de Swardt is ‘n honde-
gedragskundige en mede-eienaar, 
tesame met Susan Venter, van 
Companion College in Gauteng. Vir die 
assessering van hondegedrag, opleiding 
en ander honde-verwante sake, skakel 
haar by +27 83 677 3366 of e-pos 
companioncollege@gmail.com. >

Hoe om ‘n honde-
metgesel te kies

Storie deur nikki de Swardt
Fotos © iStockphoto.comD I S  ‘ N 

Met lente in die lug en die gepaardgaande belofte van vernuwing rondom ons, dink talle mense aan 

die potensieël lewensveranderende gedagte om ‘n viervoetige vriend tot die gesin toe te voeg.
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What do you do when you have exactly what 

people need but can’t get it to them? Innovate. 

With a fraction of the 
population able to 
access computers 
and pricey licensed 
software, free 
software seemed 

like South Africa’s dream answer to 
developing computer literacy. Cue the 
Shuttleworth Foundation, which has 
zealously promoted the distribution of 
open source software such as Linux to 
all and sundry. 

But the catch was in the download. 
One needs a high-speed internet 
connection to get the good stuff and 
a lack of connectivity or just plain cash 
means that “free” software still came 
at a price that most can’t afford. 

Until the guys at the Shuttleworth 
Foundation, with help from Linux 
users, got their heads around the 
problem and produced the Freedom 
Toaster. No, it’s not a PR gimmick to 
commemorate SA’s first democratic 
elections but rather a reference to 
Linux jargon: toasting cds rather than 
burning them. 

A vending machine for open 
source software, the concept has been 
making its way across the country – 
and the world. 

The Toaster was selected globally 
for the finals of the prestigious 
Stockholm Challenge awards for IT 
projects in 2006.

“It’s the right idea at the right 

time,” said Mark Shuttleworth, the 
South African entrepreneur who used 
open source to help build his internet 
start-up Thawte. “Free software is 
suddenly becoming hugely popular, 
and at the same time broadband is still 
not widely available.”

Originally a Shuttleworth 
Foundation initiative to provide an 
interactive display of open source 
software at the MTN Science Centre 
in Cape Town, the toaster stocks 
popular Linux distributions, open 
source software for Windows and free 
electronic books from Gutenberg – with 
development constantly continuing. 

“One challenge in developing 
countries is that free software is 
generally distributed online, and 
in those countries the bandwidth 
is often expensive or non-existent 
so free software does not reach 
those communities that most 
stand to benefit from it,” explained 
Shuttleworth. “The Freedom Toaster 
is a way of making free software, and 
in fact many forms of free content, 
available in these places.”

Sun, a global open source company, 
donated three workstations to power 
Freedom Toasters for Khayelitsha and 
other locations in South Africa.

And in true open source fashion, 
the toaster is up for debate, innovation 
and adoption by any interested party. 
“It’s already freely available - all the 

code and the designs are published for 
anybody to make their own toasters,” 
said Shuttleworth. “I predict that 
people will make their own variations 
and variants, to suit specific needs.”

A new development means that 
users can also upload their own 
software and material onto a toaster 
for others to download. 

And it’s not just regular office 
software that’s up for grabs. The 
developers have recognised the 
toaster’s potential to provide the full 
spectrum of creative resources to the 
man on the street with zero cash. 

One development aimed at 
musicians provides editing software 
and sound samples for download. 

“This enables a new level of 
collaboration for music producers and 
DJs,” said Jason Hudson, head developer 
on the Freedom Toaster Project. 

And now educational open content 
is being added to the toaster’s artillery. 

“With more and more open 
source-based educational content 
becoming available, we hope to 
include relevant projects or content 
available for toasting,” said Hilton 
Theunisson, a development manager 
at the Shuttleworth Foundation

In an age dominated by information 
the toaster team are determined to 
take all South Africans to the next level  
of freedom.  >

Story by Verashni Pillay, Pix © freedomtoaster.org

THE

TOASTER
fReeDOm
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Project Gutenberg is an online collection of hundreds 
of thousands of ebooks. From Descartes and Alice in 
Wonderland to the complete works of Shakespeare, 
the Project is a volunteer effort to digitise, archive and 
distribute cultural works to the masses. 

In 1971, Michael Hart, founder of Project Gutenberg, 
was given $100,000,000 worth of computer time on a 
mainframe of the era. Trying to figure out how to put these 
very expensive hours to good use, he envisaged a time 
when there would be millions of connected computers, 

and typed in the Declaration of Independence. His idea 
was that everybody who had access to a computer 
could have a copy of the text. Now, 37 years later, his 
copy of the Declaration of Independence is still available 
to everyone on the Internet.

The project has grown dramatically since its 
foundation in 1991. In 1992 the Project aimed to add 
two books a month, and as of August 2006, Project 
Gutenburg made over 19,000 eBooks available, with an 
average of 400 more being added each month.

www.projectgutenberg.org
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If you are ever at a loss for something to look at 

while browsing the Internet, StumbleUpon will make it 
all too easy to spend hours viewing great websites. 

By joining StumbleUpon, you are able to stumble 
from one interesting, and relevant, website to the next. 
As you click on  “Stumble!” it delivers high-quality 
pages matched to your personal preferences. You can 
select from almost 500 different topics to refine your 
web experience to include only those sites that appeal 
to you.

The pages that appear when stumbling have been 
explicitly recommended by friends, or one of 5,793,984 
other websurfers with similar interests. StumbleUpon is 
loads of fun, but beware – it can be addictive.

Go to www.stumbleupon.com.

finding websites for you
S tumble Upo n  – 

Get  y our 
books  onl ine

compiled by Jane barry
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C o l o u r i n g - I n 
        C o m p e t i t i o n

THiSmoNth’sWinnErS

Jade maas - 8yrs
Eitan Urison- 7yrs

We at 1time value our young flyers in the knowledge that we will grow together.  This is why 1time is running a colouring-in 
competition especially for them.  The pictures are found in the activity Packs that are handed out on the plane and a winner 
is chosen every month.

Winners receive a gift hamper, sponsored by 1time, including:
1time•  paraphernalia, 
a copy of the in-flight magazine, •	 abouTime, in which the picture is published.

Winners are notified by telephone and the hamper, together with a copy of the in-flight magazine, is delivered directly to their 
door. So come on kids, enter the competition!  Who knows, you could be the next winner!

lawrence matthee - 6yrs
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Complacency is easy when you’ve established yourself as a major force on the music scene. 

However South Africa’s rock success story, Prime Circle, desired to make new moves and this is 

clearly heard on their third, and undoubtedly best, offering, All or nothing.

With the recent release 
of the album, came a 
tour and promotion 
schedule that kept the 
guys extremely busy, 
culminating in the 

official launch on 30th  July. 
Vodaworld in midrand, Johannesburg 
set the stage for an evening that few fans 
will ever forget, from the production to 
the stage, lighting, sound, visual effects 
and Prime circle’s performance.
The production company spent 48 hours 
non-stop, preparing the venue using 
state-of-the-art equipment only seen 
before on the stages of international 
gigs, until now.
The sold-out venue saw old and new 
fans alike mesmerised by the band’s 
stellar performance, singing along to 
every track that the band performed.
roughly a year ago, 1time airline became 
Prime circle’s airline partner. For Prime 
circle, the relationship they have with 
1time has helped them to take the band, 
and their brand, to a new level. 

Franie Kotze, Prime circle management, 
talks about their relationship, “it’s 
difficult for any band in South africa (Sa) 
to be in every city, for all performances 
because of the travel distances. Prime 
circle is the band that makes the effort 
for fans, even if is for 400 people” says 
Kotze, “a band is expensive to run and 
this relationship helps build our business 
and profitability. band members 
need to be fed, we have to buy and 
transport equipment and without an 
airline partner, we would not be able to 
operate. it means we can be there and 
not disappoint our fans.”
lead singer, ross learmonth, also 
comments on the partnership, “The 
relationship has pushed our boundaries as 
a band and we can do a lot more. We were 
flying with 1time long before they came 
on board and we fly every month when 
we’re in the country.” on their experience 
on 1time flights, learmonth has this to 
say, “We have all noticed the friendly 
staff, enjoyed a pretty face serving drinks 
and foods – and i always enjoy listening to 

the band members getting carried away 
just talking about music.”
anya Potgieter, 1time marketing and 
Pr manager, comments on why this 
band became 1time’s Sa band of choice, 
“Prime circle stands out as being a band 
who values their industry and just enjoy 
what they do. The brand association 
between 1time and Prime circle is 
electric. The relations, the colours, the 
vibe and brand passion just gel so well! 
Prime circle is a brand that delivers on 
their promises, doesn’t have any hidden 
agendas, and are just a group of guys 
doing what the love. 1time is much the 
same. We’re a company of passionate 
people, started by five entrepreneurs 
who love what they do – and 1time’s 
‘morE nicE.lESS PricE’ philosophy 
goes hand in hand with “All or nothing.”
With a partner such as 1time supporting 
Prime circle, fans across Sa are 
guaranteed to see their favourite band 
in action in their town throughout the 
years to come. >

UP IN THE AIRCIRCLEpRImE
Story by laura cooke, acknowledgement to Emi music South africa
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The Balanzza Digital Luggage Scale  

Pack smart and avoid overweight luggage fees at the airport. The Balanzza 
Digital Luggage Scale is a compact device that fits easily into your handbag 
and will ensure that your luggage is never over the limit again. This annoying 
occurrence often results in the inconvenience of having to fork out large sums 
of money to cover the excess weight, or alternatively, leaving behind all those 
last minute items you “just had to buy” before coming home.

With this portable scale, all you need to do is lift the luggage, wait for 
the beep and read the measurement on the digital display. It weighs in 
pounds and kilograms and can handle up to 44kg. Powered by two AAA 
batteries, the Balanzza Digital Luggage Scale is a useful additional to anyone’s  
travel checklist.

For more information go to www.balanzza.com.

Luggage Locks - Keeping your Luggage Safe

Remember the last time you were at the airport waiting at the carousel? You 
were probably wondering whether your luggage was going to make it, and was 
going to arrive intact. In an era of heightened security, in which more people are 
travelling than ever before, Yale have designed a brand new range of purpose-
built travel locks.

Giving you peace of mind while travelling. Yale’s easily-recognisable, easy-
to-use, high security locks take the stress out of collecting your luggage. 

The new Yale range has been designed to be easy on the eye, in the hand 
– and on your luggage! In vibrant, easy to spot colours and produced in solid, 
moulded metal, Yale Travel Locks are shaped to feel soft in the hand. Soft-coated 
wire shackles prevent damage to bags and fit easily through the zipper-eyes. 
The padlock codes are easy to set, and just as simple to reset. For transatlantic 
travellers, the Yale Travel Locks range also includes official TSA Locks.

Available through Yale Security Point stores nationwide. For further 
information or the nearest store, please call 0800 201 505.

compiled by Jane barry

the shoe Pod

A mobile storage unit with 12 expandable 
pockets that can hold up to 12 pairs of shoes 
depending on the type – The Shoe Pod is simple 
to use. Shoes are placed into the pockets, which 
are kept firmly in place by elastic bands and are 
easily adjustable to fit a wide variety of shoes, from 
sneakers and flats to high heels.

The Shoe Pod’s larger, expandable pockets 
allow men who wear sizes up to US14 to get in on  
the action.  

Visit  www.rakkudesigns.com for more information.
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M T W T F S S Departure Arrival Flight

5 06h25 08h35 1T 135

1 2 3 4 5 6 07h10 09h20 1T 101

1 07h50 10h00 1T 129

7 08h40 10h50 1T 123

1 2 3 4 5 6 09h25 11h35 1T 103

7 09h45 11h55 1T 119

6 11h05 13h15 1T 133

3 11h10 13h20 1T 141

1 2 3 4 5 7 12h50 15h00 1T 109

6 14h15 16h25 1T 105

7 14h45 16h55 1T 121

1 2 3 4 5 6 15h15 17h25 1T 111

1 3 4 16h30 18h40 1T 131

6 16h40 18h50 1T 125

4 17h20 19h30 1T 127

6 18h00 20h10 1T 139

1 2 3 4 5 7 18h30 20h40 1T 115

5 19h30 21h40 1T 137

5 7 21h00 23h10 1T 117

M T W T F S S Departure Arrival Flight

1 2 3 4 5 06h40 07h50 1T 201

6 07h00 08h10 1T 209

2 3 4 08h15 09h25 1T 235

5 08h35 09h45 1T 241

6 7 09h00 10h10 1T 211

1 2 3 4 5 11h20 12h30 1T 203

6 12h45 13h55 1T 215

5 13h40 14h40 1T 223

7 13h05 14h15 1T 239

6 15h00 16h10 1T 217

1 2 3 15h20 16h30 1T 205

4 15h35 16h45 1T 245

5 16h55 18h05 1T 221

6 7 17h30 18h40 1T 219

5 18h15 19h25 1T 231

1 2 3 4 18h25 19h35 1T 207

7 19h00 20h10 1T 207

7 19h40 20h50 1T 229

5 20h40 21h50 1T 237

M T W T F S S Departure Arrival Flight

5 06h50 08h15 1T 301

7 09h45 11h10 1T 319

6 10h50 12h15 1T 305

1 11h10 12h35 1T 331

4 13h05 14h30 1T 317

7 15h00 16h25 1T 321

5 15h00 16h25 1T 307

2 3 16h00 17h25 1T 309

Joburg to East London

Joburg to Port Elizabeth

Joburg to Cape Town

Joburg to George

Joburg to Durban

M T W T F S S Departure Arrival Flight

1 07h25 09h05 1T 501

2 3 4 10h45 12h25 1T 505

5 11h20 13h00 1T 515

7 11h35 13h15 1T 511

6 12h40 14h10 1T 507

1 4 15h25 17h15 1T 503

5 17h25 19h05 1T 509

7 18h15 20h05 1T 517

M T W T F S S Departure Arrival Flight

5 07h25 09h15 1T 831

1 07h50 09h40 1T 821

6 09h05 10h55 1T 821

4 09h45 11h35 1T 827

3 09h55 11h45 1T 825

2 12h00 13h50 1T 823

7 12h55 14h45 1T 833

5 7 15h30 17h10 1T 829
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M T W T F S S Departure Arrival Flight

2 3 4 13h30 15h20 1T 506

1 13h40 15h20 1T 502

6 14h50 16h20 1T 508

5 17h50 19h30 1T 512

1 4 7 18h00 19h40 1T 504

5 19h40 21h20 1T 510

7 20h30 22h10 1T 518

East London to Joburg

Port Elizabeth to Joburg

M T W T F S S Departure Arrival Flight

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 06h45 08h45 1T 100

5 6 08h20 10h20 1T 118

7 09h00 11h00 1T 138

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 10h00 12h00 1T 102

7 12h00 14h00 1T 124

1 2 3 4 5 6 12h20 14h20 1T 104

5 13h55 15h55 1T 136

6 14h10 16h10 1T 134

1 2 3 4 5 7 15h40 17h40 1T 110

1 6 17h20 19h20 1T 106

7 16h55 18h55 1T 120

1 2 3 4 5 7 18h00 20h00 1T 112

1 3 4 19h25 21h25 1T 132

4 20h15 22h15 1T 140

5 7 21h20 23h20 1T 116

Cape Town to Joburg

M T W T F S S Departure Arrival Flight

1 5 10h45 12h35 1T 822

6 11h45 13h35 1T 822

4 12h25 14h15 1T 828

3 13h05 14h55 1T 826

2 15h00 16h50 1T 824

7 15h30 17h20 1T 834

5 7 18h15 20h05 1T 830

George to Joburg

Durban to Joburg

M T W T F S S Departure Arrival Flight

1 2 3 4 5 06h45 07h55 1T 200

6 07h00 08h10 1T 220

6 08h45 09h55 1T 210

1 2 3 4 5 08h50 10h00 1T 202

7 09h30 10h40 1T 234

6 10h40 11h50 1T 222

7 11h10 12h20 1T 240

1 2 3 4 5 13h20 14h30 1T 204

7 13h40 14h50 1T 238

6 14h50 16h00 1T 224

7 15h00 16h10 1T 208

5 15h20 16h30 1T 228

2 3 4 16h30 17h40 1T 236

5 16h10 17h20 1T 216

6 17h00 18h10 1T 212

1 2 3 4 18h15 19h30 1T 206

5 18h50 20h00 1T 214

7 19h15 20h25 1T 218

7 21h30 22h40 1T 230

M T W T F S S Departure Arrival Flight

5 09h00 10h25 1T 302

7 12h05 13h30 1T 320

6 12h45 14h10 1T 306

4 15h10 16h35 1T 318

7 16h55 18h20 1T 322

5 16h55 18h20 1T 308

1 2 3 18h00 19h25 1T 310
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M T W T F S S Departure Arrival Flight

4 08h55 10h25 1T 604

5 09h20 10h50 1T 606

7 12h35 14h05 1T 608

1 15h20 16h50 1T 602

Cape Town to East London

M T W T F S S Departure Arrival Flight

1 11h40 12h50 1T 708

3 4 14h30 15h40 1T 706

5 7 15h40 16h50 1T 702

Cape Town to Port Elizabeth

M T W T F S S Departure Arrival Flight

1 10h40 12h40 1T 656

7 11h00 12h55 1T 650

6 11h50 13h45 1T 652

2 3 4 5 13h10 15h10 1T 654

Cape Town to Durban

M T W T F S S Departure Arrival Flight

2 6 07h45 12h15 1T 921

Joburg to Zanzibar
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M T W T F S S Departure Arrival Flight

4 5 11h30 13h00 1T 605

1 13h00 14h30 1T 601

7 14h45 16h15 1T 603

East London to Cape Town

M T W T F S S Departure Arrival Flight

1 09h40 10h50 1T 707

5 7 13h45 14h55 1T 701

3 4 16h30 17h40 1T 705

Port Elizabeth to Cape Town

Durban to Cape Town

M T W T F S S Departure Arrival Flight

7 08h15 10h20 1T 649

6 09h00 11h00 1T 651

2 3 4 5 10h20 12h25 1T 653

1 13h15 15h20 1T 655

M T W T F S S Departure Arrival Flight

2 6 13h30 16h00 1T 922

Zanzibar to Joburg
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1time  Airline recently 
announced that they have 
joined forces with Journey of 
Hope in order to promote breast  
cancer awareness.

“We are extremely honoured 
to be a part of this initiative and we can 
assist Journey of Hope for the second year 
running,” says Anya Potgieter, Marketing 
Manager of 1time Airline. “Breast Cancer 
is a reality, but if detected early enough, 
it is treatable. Unfortunately due to 
lack of awareness, many South African 
women die of breast cancer, when they 
could have been successfully treated. 
The Journey of Hope goes a long way to 
rectify this situation.”

The airline has teamed up with 12 
survivors of breast cancer who will be 
travelling around the country sharing their 
message of hope with those who have 
been diagnosed with breast cancer and 
are currently on a journey to recovery.

“All 12 of us, plus the crew need to 
fly around South Africa as part of the 
planning for this event.  1time have also 
offered to fly everyone to the departure 

point in Johannesburg and back home 
from Cape Town where the Journey of 
Hope will end. We are extremely grateful 
to 1time who are literally supplying us 
with the wings of hope to get where we 
need to go,” says Diane Parker, founding 
member of Journey of Hope.

On Saturday, 11th October, the 12 survivors 
will set off on an eight-day journey, which 
will cover an excess of 2000 kilometers, 
on the Journey of Hope Breast Cancer Ride 
2008. The ladies will start in Johannesburg 
and ride through Bloemfontein, Colesberg, 
Graaff-Reinet, Port-Elizabeth, George, and 
Barrydale arriving in Cape Town on Saturday, 
18th October.  

“The Journey of Hope Breast Cancer 
Ride has a powerful message to spread 
across our country. This will be the 
third time that the ladies are doing the 
journey, as the foundation started the 
initiative in 2006,” says Anya. “This 
campaign brings with it a message of 
hope and encouragement in a unique 
manner, to both urban and rural woman 
faced with the fear of cancer, through 
the courage and the drive of 12 women, 

all breast cancer survivors.”  
Cancer statistics indicate that one 

in 27 women are diagnosed with breast 
cancer, of which 17.9% are white women, 
24,4% Asian women, 18,2% Coloured 
women and 13,3% African women. 
However, breast cancer is no death 
sentence, and if detected and treated 
early, the survival rate is 95%. 

“We have all heard it said that the 
journey of a thousand miles starts with a 
single step. For the Journey of Hope, that 
step has been taken into the unknown. 
What we do know however, is that this 
road leads to awareness, wholeness and 
ultimately, a new journey of hope for 
a few ladies who never thought their 
own dream even probable, never mind 
possible and that is what makes this ride 
worthwhile,” says Diane.

“We wish these ladies everything of 
the best for their journey and we are 
proud to support such a worthy cause,” 
concludes Anya.

For more information on 
1time, please visit their website at  
www.1time.co.za. >

CancerB R E A S T

1time  Goes Wings to 

C H A R I T Y

Story & Pix © Pr Worx
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The Hayes family have 
always called Zwartkop 
Country Club home. Dad, 
Otway was the golf pro 
there for 56 years, brother 
Brian has been there 

over 35 years and is the Managing 
Director, while his son Ian is the Club 
Professional. Zwartkop is one of the 
oldest and most prestigious clubs in 
Pretoria. It’s a classic parkland layout 
incorporating the Dale Hayes Golf 
Academy, golf shop and clubhouse 
with various function rooms. 

i have been privileged to visit some 
of the world’s most incredible golf 
courses and resorts over the years 
and as far as i am concerned, these 
are the best golf destinations: 

1. Pebble Beach, USA
Even the great Jack nicklaus has 

said that if he had only one round 
of golf to play it would be at Pebble 
beach. Situated on 17-mile drive, just 
south of monterey on the West coast, 
it is owned by arnold Palmer, clint 
Eastwood and a few others. They 
also own the three other courses on 
17-mile drive; Spyglass, cypress Point, 
and Spanish bay. You must stay in the 
quaint village of carmel, which bursts 

with character and has more art 
shops than i have ever seen in a single 
town. go to Katy’s for breakfast and 
Hogs breath inn for dinner.

2. st. Andrews, scotland
This is only for true golf lovers. 

many first time visitors may be 
disappointed by what they see, but 
it’s my favourite place to visit for 
golf, outside of america. it just oozes 
history and tradition. i am excited by 
the fact that the golf course has been 
the same for hundreds of years, and 
that this is where Tom morris, Harry 
Vardon, bobby Jones, Sam Snead, 
bobby locke and all the modern 
greats have played. Today there are 
ten courses, within a fifteen minute 
drive, that are terrific golf experiences. 
don’t miss Kings barnes and The 
dukes. You should also pay a visit to 
the golf museum which will be a few 
hours well spent, and then finish off 
the day with a few pints in niblicks 
bar, alongside the 17th fairway on the 
old course. 

3. Southern Cape, South Africa
The golf courses from mossel bay to 

St Francis bay are all world class. They 
should rank at the top of the list for 
golfers who want to play a variety of 

courses, stay in fabulous hotels and eat 
well. george golf club and Plettenberg 
bay golf club are both older courses 
and yet both should be on your must 
play list. george especially is a grand, 
old style parkland layout that is still 
voted in the Top-20 courses in South 
africa. Pezula, Simola and oubaai are 
very different experiences, all with 
wonderful views and playing surfaces 
that are in great condition, while the 
four courses at Fancourt offer a variety 
that’s amazing. The links course is 
unique and the public course, bramble 
Hill, is hugely under-rated. my 
favourite is still the montagu, which 
is very playable and with the millions 
of shrubs that have been planted, is 
one of the prettiest walks in South 
african golf. Sally little’s Kingswood 
and Peter matkovich’s Pinnacle Point 
are the most recent to open in this 
area. almost every hole at Pinnacle 
Point is a ”wow” hole; whether you 
are sitting in the clubhouse or putting 
on the practice putting green, you will 
find your head swiveling to catch all 
the beautiful views. 

call +27 12 654 1144 / +27 12 654 
2111 or visit www.zwartkopcountryclub.
co.za for more information. >

It’s a perfect day for golf at Zwartkop!

Story by dale Hayes

Pix © Swartkop country clubT H E  B E S T

D E S T I N AT I O N SGolf
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